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Abstract 
Tis stable. We define the notion of meager regular type and prove that a meager regular type 
is locally modular. Assuming I(T,K,) < 2No and G is a definable abelian group with locally 
modular regular generics, we prove a counterpart of Saffe’s conjecture. Using these results, for 
superstable T we prove the conjecture of vanishing multiplicities. Also, as a further application, 
in some additional cases we prove a conjecture regarding topological stability of pseudo-types 
over Q. 
0. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, T is a stable countable theory and everything is done in 
6 = Keg. We introduce here a notion of “meager forking”, and show that a meager 
regular type is locally modular. This generalizes [ 1 l] (and strictly speaking, [2]), and 
is related to [S]. In fact, I believe that the meager forking condition is what really 
works in [ll], and that in a superstable theory a regular type with non-meager 
forking is either non-orthogonal to a strongly regular type, or can be somehow 
reduced to some types of smaller co-rank. Using meager forking we are able to 
transfer some properties of types to their forking extensions. For superstable T, having 
a non-trivial regular meager type we can produce an abelian definable group G with 
meager regular generics. Assuming I( T, K,) < 2 NO, for such G we prove a counterpart 
of Saffe’s conjecture. This generalizes [13] and [lS]. The essential point in the proof is 
that we can make cl, on generics of G “look finite”. Using these results we prove the 
conjecture of vanishing multiplicities from [lS], which states that if T is a superstable 
theory with < 2u0 countable models, then every complete type is multiplically stable 
(for definition see below). 
Suppose Qi is a type over 8 (or even a countable collection of types over 8). Let 
Q = G(M) for some countable M. In [lS] we started investigation of the relationship 
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between Q and M, more precisely we considered the problem of how to classify the 
models in K, = {N:@(N) = Q>. 0 ne of the immediate problems was to count the 
orbits of Aut(6’) on S(Q) (so called pseudo-types, for the definition of K:’ see Section 4). 
We proved in [15] that if Tis superstable and multiplically stable then over many sets 
Q, there are countably many pseudo-types. Saffe’s condition implies that every 
superstable T of finite rank is multiplically stable. Here we prove this for any 
superstable T with < 2’” countable models. Also, we use a similar technique to 
confirm partially another conjecture [16, Conjecture 2.81, generalizing the conjecture 
of vanishing multiplicities. This conjecture states that if T is superstable with few 
models then every good p E S(Q) is topologically stable. Here we prove this in case 
when @ and l@ are foreign (in this case every p E S(Q) n [l@] is good). 
I believe that the methods developed in this paper may be fruitful in further 
research. 
The paper is organized as follows. After introducing notation below, in Section 1 we 
define meager forking and prove that every meager regular type is locally modular. In 
Section 2 we prove a counterpart of Saffe’s conjecture for a definable abelian group 
G with locally modular regular generics. In Section 3 we apply this to prove the 
conjecture of vanishing multiplicities. In Section 4 we deal with topological stability. 
We introduce there the specific notation needed for this subject. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with stability theory as well as with stable 
groups and the concept of modularity as it applies to regular types. The references are 
[20,1,5,2,12,19]. Additionally, we will use the fact that if p is a regular locally 
modular strong type over 0 and p 1 A is modular, then either p is modular or p is 
realized in cl,(A) (this is a variant of a result from [9], following from [S]), 
We use standard set-theoretic and model-theoretic notation. R,, CB, RM are 
co-rank, Cantor-Bendixson rank and Morley rank respectively. We define the topol- 
ogy using the following notions. If p is a (partial) type over 6 then [p] is the class of 
types containing p. A formula is a special case of type. The sets of the form [q] n S(A), 
cp E L(A), generate a topology ‘on S(A). If p E S(A) then St(p) is the set of stationariz- 
ations (over K) of p. Thus St(p) is a closed (hence compact) subset of S(6). If A E B 
then St,(p) = {r 1 acl(B): Y E St(p)). Str(A) denotes the set of strong types over A, which 
we can identify with S(acl(A)) since we work in (5 = OZeq. 
For VE O’w, [v] n Oo is the set of q E mm extending v. We define 1 E “‘w by 
l(n) = 1. For f,g E ww, f =* g [f 6* g] means f(n) = g(n) [f(n) Q g(n)] for all 
sufficiently large n. 
If p E S(A) and A c B then S,(B) = S(B) n [p] and S,,,‘(B) = (r E S,(B): r does not 
fork over A}. Usually we use unbarred letters to denote elements as well as finite 
tuples of elements of 6. Sometimes however, to stress that we are dealing with a tuple 
rather than single element, we may add a bar. 
Following [15] we say that p E S(A) is multiplically stable (m-stable, for short) if for 
some finite B c A, p does not fork over B and for every finite C with B c C E A, 
St(p 1 C) is open in St(p ( B). Here p 1 C, p 1 B are restrictions to C, B respectively. 
Equivalently we could say that p I C is isolated in S,,B,nf(C). In this case we say that 
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p is m-based on B. We have proved in [15] that tp (&/A) is m-stable and m-based on 
B c A iff tp(a/A) is m-stable and m-based on B and tp(b/Aa) is m-stable m-based on 
Ba (see the Claim on p. 657 and Claim 2 on p. 654 in [IS]). 
We say that a superstable T is multiplically stable if for every A and p E S(A), p is 
m-stable. The conjecture of vanishing multiplicities from [ 151 states that for a super- 
stable theory, whenever A,,, n < co, is an increasing sequence of finite sets, p. E S(A,), 
n < co, an increasing sequence of nf extensions of p0 E S(A,) and for each n, St(p,+ i) is 
nowhere dense in St(p,,) (that is “vanishes” in St(p,)), then Thas 2’O countable models. 
Equivalently we could say that if I( T, K,,) < 2*O then T is m-stable. 
1. Meager forking 
In this section we define the notion of a meager regular type and prove that such 
a type is locally modular. The proof is a straightforward generalization of [l 11, and 
uses definability properties of p-weight w,. By way of motivation, for a formula q(x) 
and a finite set A consider the set X of types Y(X) E Str(A) consistent with q(x). 
Obviously X is closed. Moreover, if q(x) does not fork over A, then the open mapping 
theorem tells us X is open. However, when q(x) forks over A then X may not be open 
anymore; we have two cases then: the first, when X is nowhere dense, the second, when 
X has non-empty interior. Distinguishing these two cases leads to the definition of 
meager forking and meager type. Recall that a set is meager if it is a countable union of 
nowhere dense sets. Meager sets form a proper a-ideal in any Polish or compact space. 
Definition 1.1. Assume A c (5. and P is a closed subset of Str(A). We say that forking is 
meager on P if 
(1) for every formula cp forking over A, the set of r E P consistent with cp is (closed and) 
nowhere dense in P. 
For countable T and countable A, (1) is equivalent to 
(2) for every finite B, the set of r E P, which have a forking extension over AB, is 
meager in P. 
To show (1) o(2), first suppose (2) holds and q(x) is a formula forking over A. 
W.1.o.g. cp is over B as in (2), hence (2) implies that the set X of r E P consistent with 
cp is meager. Since X is closed, necessarily (by the Baire category theorem), X is 
nowhere dense. For the other direction, suppose B is finite. For a formula q(x) over 
AB, forking over A, let X, be the set of r E P consistent with cp. By (l), X, is nowhere 
dense in P. Since T and A are countable, there are countably many sets X,, and every 
Y E P with a forking extension over AL? belongs to some X,. So (2) follows. 
Definition 1.2. Assume p is a regular stationary type. 
(1) A formula q(x) over A is a p-formula if the following conditions hold. 
(a) cp is p-simple of p-weight 1. 
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(b) For every a in cp(E), if w,(a/A) > 0 then stp(a/A) is regular (non-orthogonal 
to P). 
(c) The set P, of types r E Str(A) n [q] with p-weight > 0 is closed in Str(A). 
(d) Having p-weight 0 is definable on cp (that is, if ij(x,c) implies cp and 
wP($ (x, c)) = 0, then for some 6(y) over acl(A), 6(y) implies $(x ; y) has 
p-weight 0). 
(2) We say that p is meager if for a p-formula q(x) over some A, forking is meager 
on P,. 
Below we shall prove that a meager type is locally modular. Suppose p is locally 
modular and cp is a p-formula. Let Pm, = (r E P,: r is modular} and P6 = P,\Pm,. 
Notice that if p is meager then p is non-trivial and (for countable T, A) Pm, is meager 
in P,. 
Clearly meagerness is invariant under non-orthogonality of regular types. Given 
a non-trivial regular type p, in the superstable case [8] provides us with p-formulas 
q(x) over many (finite) sets A, with p-weight definable on cp (which is stronger than (d) 
in 1.2(l)). We did not require in 1.2(l) (d) the full definability of p-weight, since 
definability of p-weight 0 turned out sufficient for our purposes, and is certainly much 
easier to satisfy (see Lemma 1.6 below). 
Suppose cp is a p-formula over A. Then the following stronger version of(d) holds. 
(d’) For a E cp(a;), if w,(a/Ac) = 0 then for some II/(x, y) over acl(A), true of (a,~), 
whenever $ (a’, c’) holds then w,(u’/Ac’) = 0. 
Indeed, if w,(u/A) = 0 then we are done by (c). Otherwise, a $j c(A), which is witnessed 
by a formula $‘(x,c) over AC, forking over A. It follows that wP($‘(x,c)) = 0. So we 
can apply (d). 
Also, if cp is a p-formula over A, then it is also a p-formula over any A’ 2 A, and if 
forking is meager on P, then it is meager on P,(A’) = {r E Str(A’): wP(r) > 0). Indeed, 
P,(A’) is the set of nf extensions of types from P,. 
The next lemma shows that the definition of meager type does not depend on the 
choice of p-formula. 
Lemma 1.3. Assume p is regular, stationary and meager. Then for every p-formula cp’ 
over any A’, forking is meager on P,.. 
Proof. Suppose cp’ is a p-formula over A’, P’ = P,, and forking is not meager on P’. 
Let cp and P = P, be as in Definition 1.2. W.1.o.g. cp, cp’ are over 8, and extending the 
signature we find r E P and r’ E P’ such that r and r’ are not almost orthogonal. This is 
witnessed by a formula rc/ (x, y), true of (c, c’) for some c, c’ realizing r, r’ respectively. In 
particular, $ (x, c’) has p-weight 0, and for some 6(y) true of c’ we have 
(a) whenever 6(d) holds then $(x,d) has p-weight 0. 
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Since forking is not meager on P’, we can assume (choosing suitably r’ and 6) that for 
some finite B, every type in [S] n P’ has a forking extension over B (which is witnessed 
by a single formula a(x) over B, forking over 8). Let x(x) be (3~) (II/(x, y)& 6(y)). 
Clearly every type in [x] n P has a forking extension over B (which is witnessed by 
a single formula CL’(X) over B, forking over 8). This shows that forking is not meager 
on P. a contradiction. 0 
Example 1.4. Suppose T is superstable and p is a strong type with minimal co-rank such 
that RM(p) = UJ. Then clearly p is regular. 
Moreover, ifp is non-trivial then either p is meager, or non-orthogonal to a strongly 
regular type. 
Proof. [S] provides us with a p-formula cp over a finite set A, with R, (cp) = R,(p) (see 
also Proposition 3.2 in [ 111). Suppose forking is not meager on P,. Choose a formula 
G(x) forking over A, such that $ Fcp and the set X = {r E P,: r is consistent with $(x)} 
has non-empty interior in P,. Since $ forks over A, R,( $) < R, (cp), hence 
RM($) < co. So we can further assume RM($) is minimal, and RM-multiplicity of 
$ is 1. Choose 6(x) over acl(A) with 0 # [S] n P, G X. It follows that 1 [S] n P,,I = 1. 
Otherwise, there are disjoint &, i < 2 over acl(A), below 6, with [Si] n P, # 0. Then 
for some i, RM($&Gi) < RM($), and the set [Si] n P, = {r E P,: r is consistent with 
ICI&S,} is open in P,, contradicting the choice of II/. So the only type in [S] n P, is 
strongly regular, non-orthogonal to p. 0 
Theorem 1.5. Assume p is a stationary regular meager type. Then p is locally modular. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.3 in [ll]. We modify it here to 
point out to the reader a way to prove a slightly stronger version of this theorem, 
mentioned at the end of this section. Suppose p is not locally modular. Let q(x) be 
a p-formula over A, and w.1.o.g. A = acl(A) E dcl(0) and p ES(@) n [q]. One can see 
that 
(a) whenever b E q(C) and c are such that w,(b/c) d k then for some formula $ (x, y), 
true of (b, c), whenever (b’, c’) satisfies $ then w,(b’/c’) d k. 
Notice that (a) is true also for any b E q’“(C), but we will not need this. 
Extending the signature, non-local modularity of p implies that for some a = (aI, a2) 
and c = (ci, c2) realizing p2 we have 
(b) w,(ac) = 3 and cl,,(a) n cl,(c) = cl,@). 
So we have wr(c/a) = w,(a/c) = 1. 
Claim. Zfc = c’(a) and wr(c’/ac) > 0 then wr(a/cc’) = 0 and c II, c’. 
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Proof. Suppose w~(u/cc’) = 1. Let C = cl,(c) n acl (UC), C’ = cl,(c’) n acl (a~‘). By 
Hrushovski’s regularity criterion [S], tp (a/c), tp (a/c’) are regular, of p-weight 1. Also, 
wP(u/E’) = 1. This implies a h CC’(C) and a b Cc’(?). Let c* = Cb(u/Z). So we have 
C* c C n C’ and c* = Cb(u/F) = Cb (u/F’). It follows that w,(c*) = 2. Indeed, other- 
wise w,(c*) = 1, so w,(u/c*) = 1 gives w,(c*/u) = 0 and c* E cl,(u) n cl,(c)\cl,(@, 
contradicting (b). So we get c’ E cl,(c*) and c* c cl,(c), hence c’ E cl,(c) and 
wp(c’/uc) = 0, a contradiction. So we have w,(u/cc’) = 0. Since w,(ucc’) = 4, this 
implies w,(cc’) = 4, hence c ti c’. 0 
Given c’ as in the claim, by (a) we can choose a formula x(x, y, y’) (where x = x1 x2), 
which witnesses w,(u/cc’) = 0. In particular, notice that the formula 3x2 x(x1 x2, c, c’) 
forks over 8. By (a), “w,(c’/uc) > 0” is a A-definable property of c’ over UC. By 
compactness, there is a formula cp’(x, y), true of (a,~), such that for any a’ with 
w&la’) > 0, 
(c) whenever cp’ (a’, c), c b c” (a’) and c 3 c” (a’) then x (a’, c, c”). 
Also, w.1.o.g. (p’(x, c) is p-simple of p-weight 1, implies cp(x,)& cp(x2), and (by (a)) 
whenever a’ satisfies cp’ (x, c) then w~(c/u’) d 1. 
Let 6(xi,c) be 3x2 q/(x1x2; c). In particular, 6(x1,c) does not fork over 8 (since 
a, ti c). By the open mapping theorem there is #(xi) over 0 such that for every 
r E Str(@, 6’ E I iff 6(xi,c) E r 1 c. To contradict the meager forking assumption it 
suffices to prove the following. 
(d) Every r E [S’] n P, is consistent with the forking formula 3x2 x(x1 x2, c, c’). 
So let r E [ S’] n P,. Choose a; realizing r 1 acl(c) and a; realizing $(a;,~~; c). Let 
a’ = a; a;. Choose c” + c (a’) with c” ti c (a’). Also, by (c), x (a’, c, c”) holds. So as in 
the claim (using x) we get c” cl, c, and cc” 5 cc’. ~(a’, c, c”) witnesses that r is 
consistent with 3x2 x(x1 x2, c, c”). Since cc” 5 cc’, r is consistent with 
3x2 x(x1 x2, c, c’), proving (d) and the theorem. 0 
Recall that p E S(A) is almost strongly regular (asr, for short) via cp (x) E p, if for 
every B containing A and c realizing cp, if tp (c/B) is non-orthogonal to p then tp (c/B) is 
a non-forking extension of p. The following lemma will be used later as a main device 
to get meager types. Part (1) in its generalizes a result in [3] (and also in [l 11). 
Lemma 1.6. Assume A is$nite, p E S(A) is usr (oiu q(x) E p) andforking is meager on the 
set St,(p). 
(1) If Z(T, K,) < 2Ko, then p is non-trivial. 
(2) If p is non-trivial then for some (hence any) stutionarizution r of p there is an 
r-formula tj~ over acl (A) extending cp, with $ E r. 
Itfollows that every stutionurizution of p is meager (in this case wejust say that p itself is 
meager). 
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Proof. (1) Assume forking is meager on St,(p) and p is trivial. It follows that on 
St,(p) there are uncountably many non-orthogonality classes (in fact, 2Ko-many, since 
these classes are Borel). Choose pairwise orthogonal Ti E St,(p), i < co, so that 
{ri, i < o} is dense in StA(p). For X = {pi, i < a} E o\{O}, let Ii be a Morley sequence 
in ri of size ni. By the omitting types theorem there is a model M, containing 
A u ui Ii, omitting any ri 1 acl (Ii) and any r E St,(p) orthogonal to all ri, i < CO. (M, 
omits a single type over A u IJiZi, in variable x, saying p(x) and x ti IJiZi(A).) 
Clearly we can recover X from Mx and A as the set of positive dimensions in Mx of 
types in St, (p). This shows Z(7’, K,) = 2’O. 
(2) First we prove a claim generalizing [3,2.4]. 
Claim. Let r E St(p). Then for some open U, r E U and for every r’ E U n St(p), r and r’ 
are non-orthogonal. 
Proof. Since r is non-trivial, we can assume (possibly extending A a little) that there 
are a, b, c realizing r, which form a “forking triangle”, that is, a, b, c are dependent and 
pairwise independent (over A). The dependence of a, b, c is witnessed by a formula 
cp (x, y, z) true of (a, b, c). We can also assume that cp “definably forks in each variable”, 
that is 
(a) whenever a’ realizes p and rp (a’, b’, c’) then a’ ti b’ c’(A) (and similarly for the other 
variables). 
This is because forking means decreasing some local rank, and local ranks of all 
stationarizations of p are the same. 
Let S(y,a) = 3z q(a,y,z). Since a ti b(A) and 6(b,a) holds, 6(y,a) does not fork 
over A. So there is 6’(y) over acl (A) such that r E [S’] and for each r’ E [S’] n St(p), 
6(y, a) E r' 1 Au. We will prove that U = [S’] n S(K) satisfies our demands. 
Clearly r E U. Let r’ E U n St(p) and choose b’ realizing r’ with a \li b’(A). So 6 (b’, a) 
holds, and for some c’ we have cp (a, b’, c’). p is asr, so if c’ does not satisfy p, then 
c’ ti b’(A) and c’ ti a(b’A), so c’ II, ah’(A). Hence a & b’(A) implies {a, b’, c’} is 
independent, and a II, b’c’(A), contradicting (a). Hence c’ satisfies p. Let r” = stp (c’/A). 
Since r, r’, r” are regular, a & c’ (A) and a ti b’(A) would imply b’ cl, at’(A), contra- 
dicting a version of (a). So a ti c’(A), and similarly we get b’ ti c’(A). So a, b’, c’ are 
dependent and pairwise independent. Since a $, b’(c’A), it follows that r and r’ are 
non-orthogonal, proving the claim. 0 
Now let r E St(p). By the claim choose a formula rl/ (x) over acl(A) extending cp, with 
$ E r and all types in [I/] n St,(p) non-orthogonal. Since p is asr via cp, $ is an 
r-formula. Also, P, = [I$] n St,(p), hence forking is meager on P,, since it is meager 
on St,(p). So r is meager. 0 
Example. Suppose T is superstable, small and p is a complete type over a finite set 
with minimal co-rank, and then with minimal CB-rank, such that RM(p) = co. Say 
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p is over A and cp E p has CB-multiplicity 1. Then p is almost strongly regular (via cp) 
and forking on St,(p) is meager. 
This gives a proof of a result from [l l] (but they do not say that the type is meager). 
Corollary 1.7. Assume I(T, K,) < 2Ho, T is superstable and not co-stable. Then there is 
a non-trivial regular locally modular meager type. 
If T is superstable and p is a non-trivial locally modular regular type, then 
over some finite set A, there is a definable abelian group G with locally modular 
generics non-orthogonal to p. If p is meager, then also the generics of G are meager. 
We shall deal with such groups in the next section, under the assumption that 
I( T, K,) < 2K0. The next corollary clarifies the topological structure of P, in case when 
T is small. 
Corollary 1.8. Assume T is stable, small, p is a locally modular type and cp is a p-formula 
over ajinite set A. Then Pm, is closed in Str(A). When p is meager, Pm, is nowhere dense 
in P, and if additionally T is superstable then Pi is open in Str(A). (In the proof of the 
last clause we use a fact proved later.) 
Proof. Let Z = cl(Pm,) (taken in Str(A)). We shall prove that Z = Pm,. Without loss 
of generality, Pm, # 8. Since T is small, for some $ over A we have [11/l n Z # 0 and 
for every r, r’ E [$I n Z, r 1 A = r’ 1 A. As Pm, is dense in Z, there is an r E [$] n Pm,. 
Being modular is invariant under Aut((S), hence we get [$] n Z _c Pm,. Now let r’ be 
any type in Z. If r’ is not modular then for some independent a, a’ realizing r’ and some 
6 realizing r, {a, a’, b} is a forking triangle. Using definability of p-weight 0 on cp, we get 
that if a” realizes a type r” in Z close to r’ and a” iii a(A) then for some b’ realizing $, 
{a, a”, b’j is a forking triangle. This implies stp(b’/A) E P,. Since r’, r” E Z = cl (Pm,) it 
is not hard to see that also stp(b’/A) E cl(Pm,) = 2 hence stp(b’/A) E Pm,. 
As Pm, is dense in Z, w.1.o.g. r” = stp(a”/A) is modular. So we get r’“& r” @ r. As 
r” “& r, we get r’ “& r2. r being modular implies r’ “y r, hence r’ is modular. Thus Pm, is 
closed. 
If we assume, furthermore, that p is meager, then Pm, is meager, too. Hence Pm, is 
nowhere dense. 
In the superstable case we can argue that P6 is open as follows. Let r E P6. By [5], 
for some finite E, in Keq there is an AE-definable regular abelian group G with generics 
non-orthogonal to p. Since p is meager, we can choose E so that r’ = r 1 acl(AE) is not 
modular. Then, possibly expanding E a little, we can assume additionally that r’ is not 
almost orthogonal to a generic type of G. Working in T(AE), by Lemma 2.2, we get an 
open U & Str(AE) such that r’ E U and every r” E U is non-orthogonal to p and 
non-modular. By the open mapping theorem, for some open U’ c Str(A), 
rfzU’cPL. 0 
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Notice that by Corollary 1.8, the type p from the example before Corollary 1.7 is 
isolated. 
Even though we were not assuming throughout this section that T is superstable, 
this assumption was always looming in the background, since in the non-superstable 
case it is hard to expect regular types and the more so p-formulas to exist. There is one 
significant exception in this picture: a regular group. Suppose G is an A-definable 
regular abelian group G, with principal generic p. Then G is a p-formula over A (see 
Section 2) hence it is reasonable to say that G is meager if any of its generics is meager. 
By Theorem 1.5 we have that if G is meager then any generic type of G is locally 
modular. Also, G is meager iff forking is meager on the set of generic types of G. This 
last equivalence may be used as a definition of a meager group when G is (regular, 
abelian, but) only /\-definable over some A. For such G we also have that if G is 
meager then the generics of G are locally modular. 
In fact, we can weaken the definition of a meager type in the following way. Suppose 
p is a stationary regular type. We say that p is weakly meager if for some A, there is 
a (possibly incomplete) type Q(x) over A with the following properties. 
(a) Every r(x) E Str(A) n [a] is regular, non-orthogonal to p. 
(b) p-weight 0 is definable on @ (that is, if a E Q(6) then for any c with w,(a/Ac) = 0 
there is a formula $(x, y) over A, true of (a, c), such that whenever a’ E @i(K) and 
$(a’, c’) holds then w,(u’/Ac’) = 0). 
(c) Forking is meager on Str(A) n [@I. 
By the proof of Lemma 1.3, if T is superstable then p is weakly meager iff p is meager 
(this is because in the superstable case, p-formulas exist). This equivalence probably 
fails when T is only stable. However, as in Theorem 1.5, we can show that a weakly 
meager type is locally modular. Notice that if a /\-definable abelian regular group is 
meager then its generic types are weakly meager. This justifies our claim above that 
such a group has locally modular generics. 
2. Locally modular groups 
From now on in this paper we assume in addition to T being stable that 
Z(T, K,) < 2Ho (“T has few models”). In this section we assume G = (G, +, . ..) z K is 
a O-definable abelian group with regular locally modular generics. Let Go be the 
connected component of G and p the generic type of Go. Choose a decreasing sequence 
of O-definable subgroups G,* of finite index in G, with G = G,* and Go = nnG,*. Let 
Y c Str(0) be the set of generic types of G. Sometimes we regard G, G,* as formulas. 
For example, 9 n [GX] is the set of generic types of G,*. We say that a regular group is 
meager if its generic types are meager. 
As in [14], on ‘9’ we define “independent addition of types”: for r,r’ E $9, 
r + r’ = stp(u + b) for independent a, b realizing r, r’ respectively. For a finite set A let 
S,,“(A) = {tp(al‘Q a E G is generic and a & A}. 
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9 is closed in Str(@, and generics have maximal ranks. Notice also that if a E G and 
stp(a/B) is not a nf extension of a generic type, then stp(a/B) is hereditarily orthogonal 
to p. It follows that “having p-weight 0” is definable in G. (As in [8] we get that 
p-weight is continuous and definable in Geq (cf. [18]), but we will not need this). Thus 
G is a p-formula, and G is meager iff forking is meager on 9’. Let S be cl,@) n G, let 
9m = {r E 9: r is modular} and let 9’ = %\%EJz. In particular, p E Bm. 
Let 9 be the division ring of cl,(@)-definable endomorphisms of G”/(G’ n S). That 
is, if a E 9 then the graph of a is a cl,(O)-definable subgroup H, of G x G of p-weight 1, 
such that the set { y: (0, y) E H,} is contained in S. As usual, the reference is [S] or [7]. 
It is proved there that forking dependence on p is just the vector-space dependence 
over 9. We regard elements a E 9 as pseudo-endomorphisms of G, definable on some 
GX (n depends on a, and G,* need not be closed under a). 
The next theorem is the main result of this section. It generalizes Saffe’s condition 
[13]. Later we shall restate it in a different form. 
Theorem 2.1. Let T be a stable theory with few countable models, and G g K a 
O-definable regular ubeliun group with locally modular generics. Assume A isjnite, a E G 
is generic over A, q = tp(u/A). Then one of the following conditions holds. 
(1) For some b E G generic over A, tp(b/A) is isolated and b EU + S. 
(2) There are finitely many ao,. . ., a,_ 1 realizing q (for some n), such that for every 
b realizing q, for some i < n, r = stp(b) is realized in ui + S. 
If G is weakly minimal then in (1) we get tp(u/A) is isolated and in (2), tp(a/A) has 
finite multiplicity, hence Theorem 2.1 generalizes [ 133. We will see that Theorem 2.1 is 
non-trivial only when G is meager, and then the two cases there are mutually 
exclusive. Most of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. First we show 
that the closure operator CL on 9, induced by cl,, is essentially finite. Using this, we 
find a quotient group G/Gm of G, on which CL is finite (but G/Gm is not a subset of 6). 
However, working in G/Gm we prove that 9 is locally finite, and then essentially 
repeat the proof from [13]. Our main tool is definability of p-weight 0 on G. 
Lemma 2.2. (1) 9m is closed in Q. 
(2) 
(3) 
Zf a realizes a type in Cf?’ then for some n, S n (a + G,*) = 0. Hence Q’ is open in 
W0). 
stp(u) E ‘9, ifSa is generic and S n (a + Go) # 0. Let Gm = Go + S. Then Gm is 
/j-definable over 0 and 9 M is the set of generic types of Gm. 
Proof. (1) follows by Corollary 1.8. 
(2) follows from (1) since if S n (a + GX) # 0 then ??m n [a + G,*] # 0. 
(3) The first clause is Lemma 1.6 in [lo]. Let Z be the minimal /\-definable over 
0 set containing Gm. By (2) if r E B is realized in Z then r is modular, hence r(K) c Gm. 
Since non-generic elements of Z are in S, we get Z = Gm. 0 
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If %HZ is not nowhere dense in 9, then a coset of some G,* is contained in Cm. Thus, 
the modular generics are nowhere dense (which we will show happens exactly when 
p is meager) or Cm has finite index (in which case it is definable). In the latter case, (2) 
of Theorem 2.1 always applies, so we can assume Qm to be nowhere dense in 9. Using 
this assumption we can prove that 9 is countable. 
Lemma 2.3. Every CY ~9 is acl@)-dejnable (or rather is equivalent to an acl(@-de& 
able a’); hence 9 is countable. 
Proof. Loveys proved in [lo] that in our case either(i) for some definable non-generic 
H < G, G/H is connected-by-finite, or (ii) every c( ~9 is acl@)-definable. We shall 
exclude (i). 
Say, H Q G is non-generic, defined over a finite A and G/H is connected-by-finite. It 
follows that for some definable G’ < G of finite index, H meets every G’-coset of Go. 
Let a realize p ) A. Then a + H contains a realization of every r E 9 n [G’], which is 
open in Y. It follows that [G’] A 9 YZ 9 M. and $9~ is not nowhere dense in ‘9, 
a contradiction. 0 
Let Cm = Go + S be the group from Lemma 2.2. Let G, = Cm + G,*. For any A let 
CL(A) be the set of r ~$9 such that r 1 acl(A) is modular. So CL(A) is the set of generics 
which are realized in cl,(A u Go); i.e., the generic types of this A-definable group. 
Strictly speaking, CL(A) depends only on stp(A), hence we should define CL on types 
rather than elements of Q. Then, restricted to 9, CL would become a closure operator 
(corresponding to acl* in [ 121). It is probably more convenient however to define CL 
in the way we did here. 
Let 7~: G + G/Cm be the natural homomorphism. n induces a mapping, also de- 
noted by 71, from 9 onto G/Cm. 
Remark. G, is O-definable with jinite index in G, n,,G, = Cm. The groups G,IGm 
generate on G/Cm a compact HausdorfS topology. In this topology, 71: 24 -+ G/Cm is 
continuous and open. 
Proof. Clearly, G, is A-definable over 8, and has finite index in G, hence is O-defin- 
able. Obviously, nnG,, = Cm. Clearly, rc is continuous. To see that z is open, notice 
that rr(GX) = n(G,* + Cm) = G,/Gm is open, and G,*, n < w, generate the topology on 
9. 0 
The next lemma is an important part of the proof. It corresponds to a result of 
Buechler [4, Theorem A], another proof can be found in [ 13, Lemma 0.21) and [18, 
Lemma 1.51. In our case we cannot expect that CL(A) is finite for finite A. 
Lemma 2.4. For any _/kite A, z (CL(A)) is jinite. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2 applied to T(A), CL(A) is closed in $9, and YEPZ E CL(A). 
Hence rc(CL(A)) is a closed subgroup of G/Cm. It follows that if n(CL(A)) is 
infinite then rr(CL(A)) is perfect. Indeed, if some x E n(CL(A)) is an accumulation 
point, i.e. a limit point of some sequence x,,n < 0, of elements of rc(CL(A))\ {x}, 
then for any y E n(CL(A)), y is the limit point of the sequence y., n < o, 
where y, = y + x - x,. Hence it suffices to prove that for finite A, x(CL(A)) is 
countable. 
Case 1: A = {a}for generic a E G. W.1.o.g. a $ Cm. The argument is similar as in [lo, 
Lemma 3.61. Suppose Y E CL (a)\Ym. So for some b realizing r, we have b L.$ a. We will 
find a forking formula 8(x, y) over acl(8) such that for r’ E $9, I’ is consistent with 0(x, a) 
iff 71(r)) = n(r). 
Let 4 = stp(ab) and choose a’b’ realizing q with a’b’ ti ab. It follows that 
b’ - b E cl,(a, a’ - a). Since a $ Cm, we get b’ - b E cl,(u’ - a), and b’ - b, a’ - a are 
generic in Go. Hence for some c1 E %, b’ - b E c( (a’ - a) + S. Choose a formula 8 (x, y) 
over acl@), true of a, b, which implies that: 
for x’, y’ realizing q with x’ y’ & xy, y’ - y E c( (x’ - x) + S. 
0 (x, y) satisfies our demands. Indeed, suppose r* E $4’ is consistent with 0(x, a). Let b* 
realize r* u {0(x, a)>. W.1.o.g. u’b’ ti ubb*. In particular, we get b’ - b E a(u’ - a) + S 
and b’ - b* E a(u’ - a) + S. So b - b* = (b’ - b*) - (b’ - b) E S, and n(r*) = n(r). 
Since there are only countably many possible formulas 0, we get that rr(CL(A)) is 
countable, hence finite. 
Case 2: A is urbitrury,finite. By stability, there are countably many generic Ui E G, 
i < co, such that CL(A) = CL ({ai: i < co}). By the finitary character of CL it suffices to 
prove that for each k, n(CL(A,)) is finite, where A, = {ai:i < k}. We proceed by 
induction on k. So suppose n (CL(&)) is finite. Let rc’, CL’, Cm’, ‘?Ywz’ be 7cn, CL, Cm, $9~ 
respectively, defined in T(A,). So Y ti’ = CL(A,), Cm’ = YwJ’(~) + S and 
G/Cm’ = (G/Gm)/(Gm’/Gm). By the inductive hypothesis, CL(&) is finite, hence 
Gm’/Gm is finite. By Case 1 applied to T(A,), n’(CL’(Q) is finite. Also, 
rr’(CL’(u,)) = n(CL(A,+,))/(Gm’/Gm), hence also ~c(CL(A,+~)) is finite. 0 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 yield as a corollary the following remark. 
Remark. Assume T is small and G is locally modular. Then G is nonmeager ifSF?m is not 
nowhere dense in 9 ifs Cm is a definable subgroup of jinite index in G. 
Hence we see that Theorem 2.1 is non-trivial only when G is meager, and then by 
Lemma 2.4, the two cases in Theorem 2.1 are mutually exclusive. 
From now on the proof will follow [13], except that we will measure not types, but 
rather their images (via rc) in G/Cm. 
Corollary 2.5. (1) % is locally finite, hence w.1.o.g. for each c( E % for all suficiently 
large n, G, is closed under c( and a-‘. 
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(2) For jinite A, CL(A) is closed and for some generic ao, . . ..ak E G, CL(A) = 
ui,k Stp(Ui) + QWZ. 
Proof. (1) The proof is similar to that of [ 13, Lemma 0.51. % acts also locally at 0 on 
G/Gm. That is, for every a E %-, a is defined on G,/Gm for some n, and by Lemma 2.4, 
for every finite X s G/Gm, the set % [X] = {ax: a E%, x E X and ax is defined} is 
finite. Let %. E % be finite. Choose no such that for every x E G,,/Gm and a E %o, ax 
and a-l x are defined, and the action of a on G,,/Gm is distributive w.r.t. + . We prove 
that 
(a) for some nl > no, for each x E G,,/Gm, for each n < o and a = (al, . . . . a,) E %g, 
ax = a, . . . a,x is defined and ax E G,JGm. 
Otherwise, there are sequences E, G %g, n < o, of increasing length and x, E G,, /Cm, 
x, # 0, n < o, with lim, x, = 0, such that L?,x, is defined, a,,~, $ G,JGm, and for each 
proper co-initial segment Z of tin, ax,, E G,,/Gm. Since %. is finite, there is 
5 = (ao,al, . ..) E “‘%t such that for each k, Cl k appears infinitely often as an initial 
segment of &, n < o. Hence we can find an x E G/Gm\G,,/Gm such that for each k, 
-1 xk = ak . ..a<’ x is defined, xk E G,,JGm, and xk, k < o, are distinct. This shows 
% [ {x}] is infinite, a contradiction. 
By (a), for some non-trivial subgroup X of G,,/Gm, X is closed under the action of 
a and u-l for each a E %z. By Lemma 2.4 this quickly implies that %. generates 
a finite division subring of %. 
(2) Clearly CL(A) = 71- 1 (n (CL (A))). n (CL (A)) is finite by Lemma 2.4, and for each 
XE?r(CL(A)), 71-l (x) = stp(a) + 9~ for some a with stp(a) E CL(A). 0 
For finite A E Q let X(A) E G/Gm be x(CL(A)). By Lemma 2.4, X(A) is finite. We 
can regard G/Gm as a structure in its own right, with the structure induced by Aut (6). 
So for A z 6, X & G/Gm and x E G/Gm let tp(x/AX) be the AutAX(E)-orbit of x in 
G/Gm. Similarly we define tp(Z/AX) for a tuple X from G/Gm. Let 
S’(AX) = {tp(x/AX):x E G/Gm}. A “formula” in G/Gm (over AX) is any AutAX(a)- 
invariant image (via n) of a definable subset of G. The elements of G/Gm fail to enter 
aeq = Cs however every element x of G/Gm is interdefinable in 6 with the set 
A,= {z-t (x + G,/Gm): n < w}. Now, z- ’ (x + G,/Gm) is just a G,-coset, an element 
of acl@), hence A, E K. Also, A, G dcl (a) for any a with rc(stp (a)) = x, so we can 
regard A, almost as an element of K 
Remark 2.6. tp(x/AX) is closed. 
Proof. Let a be an element of G with rc (stp (a)) = x. Choose a subset X’ of acl(0) such 
that X and X’ are interdefinable in K as explained above. Clearly, tp(x/AX) = n(R), 
where R = {r E 9: I is consistent with tp (a/AX’)}. Since R is closed, also tp (x/AX) is 
closed. 0 
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Now suppose Theorem 2.1 is false, and let AO,aO be a counterexample, for which 
neither (1) nor (2) from Theorem 2.1 holds. Let x = rr(stp(a,)). Since AO,a,, is 
a counterexample, we see that tp (x/A,) is infinite and nowhere dense. Hence in order 
to prove Theorem 2.1 it suffices to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. If A c a, X E GJGm are finite and x E G/Gm, then tp (x/AX) is either 
finite or open. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. CL induces a closure 
operator CL on G/Gm: for x E G/Gm, X E G/Gm, choose a set A = {a,: v E X} such 
that n(stp(a,)) = v. For B c 6 we say that x E CL (BX) if?’ 11-i (x) E CL (Al?). Clearly 
this definition does not depend on the choice of A. Also, CL on G/Gm is essentially 
induced by cl,. As in [13], we shall define a size function f for certain types. Let 
x E G/Gm and assume X E G/Gm and A s 6 are finite. We definef(x/AX) E ww as 
follows. Let n < w. Then f(x/AX)(n) is the number of cosets of G,+ JGm in 
x + G,/Gm, meeting tp (x/AX). Define also fm,, E ww by 
fmaxk4 = CG,:G+J = CGJGm: G+dGml. 
A is a variable in the above definition. However, we do not have control on how 
f(x/AX) changes when we change A. In our construction of many models we shall 
vary only X, and A will be fixed. The next lemma corresponds roughly to [ 13, Lemma 
1.31. 
Lemma 2.8. Assume X s Y c G/Gm, A c (r. are finite and x, y E G/Gm. 
(1) 1 <f(x/AX) <fmw 
(2) f(x/AX) =*fmax ifl tp(x/AX) is open in G/Gm. 
(3) f(x/AX) =* 1 iff tp(x/AX) is jnite. 
(4) f(x/A Y) d f(xlAX). 
(5) f(x/A Y) =*f(x/AX) ifs tp (x/A Y) is open in tp (x/AX). 
(6) f(x/AXy) =*f(x/AX) ifSf(y/AXx) =*f(y/AX). 
(7) If ycCL(AX) then f(y/AX) =* 1. 
(8) Zff(y/AX) =* 1 then f(x/AXy) =*f (x/AX). 
Proof. (l)-(5) are easy. (7) follows from (3) and finiteness of CL(AX). (8) follows from 
(5), (6), since every subset of a finite set is relatively open. We are left with (6). It suffices 
to prove a. Since tp (x/AXy) is open in tp(x/AX), there is an a E acl(8) (naming a set 
of G,-cosets for some n) such that 
tp (x/aAXy) = tp (x/aAX). 
Since a E acl@), tp(y/aAX) is open in tp(y/AX). Hence it suffices to prove that 
tp(y/aAXx) = tp(y/aAX). 
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Let I/ = tp (y/aAX), W = tp (x/aAX) and U = tp (xy/aAX). We see that 
tp (x/uAXy) = UY = {v: (u, t) E U}. 
Uy is aAXy-definable in 6 (that is, AutaAXy @)-invariant). Hence for each t E V, 
U’ = {u: {u, t) E U} is th e copy of Uy over aAXt. Since tp (x/uAXy) = tp (x/aAX), we 
have Uy = W, and also for each t E V, U’ = W. We see that U = Wx V. Now, 
tp(y/aAXx) = U, = (t:(x, t) E U) = V = tp(y/aAX), so we are done. 0 
The next lemma corresponds to [13, Lemma 1.41. 
Lemma 2.9. Assume X c GJGm, B c 6 arefinite. x, y E G/Gm and x E CL (BXy). Then 
MBX) <*f(ylBX). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.8(7)(g), w.1.o.g. X = CL(BX) and x $ X. Hence y E CL(BXx). 
Choose A’ = {a,:~ E X} such that z (stp (a,)) = v for u E X, and then a minimal A c A’ 
with CL (A) = CL (A’). In particular, for every a E A, stp(u/A\ {u}) is not modular. 
Choose u, b with z(stp (a)) = x, 71 stp (b)) = y and a ti b(A). Since x q! X, stp (a) 1 acl (A), 
stp (b) 1 acl (A) are not modular. Let cp (x, y) be a formula (over A), true of (a, b), such 
that cp(x,y) is of p-weight 0 in each variable. Now we proceed as in [13]. Choose 
a’ 5 u(A), b’ 3, b(A) with a’ ti ub(A) and u’b’ = ub(A). 
We have b’ - b E cl& - a, A, a), and since a’& a(A) and 
a’ - a E cl,(A, b, b’ - b) c cl,(A, a, b’ - b), b’ - b is generic in Go. By the minimality of 
A (and since x $ X), we get b’ - b E cl,(a’ - a). So for some i E%, 
b’ - b E n(u’ - a) + S (S = cl,@) n G c Gm). By compactness, for some no, we have 
(a) whenever a, E (GzO + u)\cl,(abA), then for some bl E b + I(uI - a) + S, cp(uI, b,) 
holds. 
By Corollary 2.5, choose n1 so large that 
(b) CL (uA) n [a + G,,] = stp(u) + Ym, CL(bA) n [b + G,,] = stp(b) + 9m and for 
n 3 n,, G, is closed under 2, A-‘. 
Let n 2 no + nI. We shall showf(x/X)(n) <f(y/X)(n). Let k =f(x/X)(n). So we can 
choose x 0, . . ., xk 1 E tp (x/A,-,X) with xi E G,/Gm + X, and xi - xj 4 G,/Gm. Then we 
pick independent uo, . . ., uk-1 E (G,* + u)\cl,(ubA) with n(stp(Ui)) = Xi. By (a) we find 
bi E b + 2 (ui - U) + S with up (Ui, bi). SO we have 
(c) bi-bEG,andbi-bj$G,+,fori#j. 
Indeed, since Ui - aj $ G,+ 1, we have bi - bj $ G,*+ 1 and bi - bj $ Gm (2 is invertible). 
Thus bi- bj4 G,+,. 
NOW let yi = E(stp(bi)). By (c), yi E y + G,/Gm and yi - yj $ G,+ l/Gm for i # j. TO 
finish we show 
(d) Yi E tP (YIBX). 
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Since xi E tp (x/BX), there is g E Aut (6) with g ) BX = id and g (xi) = x. AS ai - u E G,, 
g(ai) E G, + U. glBX = id implies CL (g (A)) = CL (A). As stp (a) 4 CL (A), 
also stp(g(ai)) 4 CL(A). g(xi) = x implies Stp(g(Ui)) E CL(&). Via cp, 
stp(g(bi)) E CL(g(Ui)g(A)) = CL(UA) = CL(bA). We have g(bJ E b + G,, hence by 
(b) (as a > nr) we get stp(g(bi)) E stp(b) + Ym. Thus, g(yi) = n(stp(b,)) = y, showing 
Yi E tP (JqBX). 17 
Since T is small, we get 
Remark 2.10. Suppose X E Y c G/Gm, A s 6 areJinite and x E G/Gm. Then for some 
y E G/Gm, y E tp (x/AX) and f( y/A Y) = *f(y/AX) = *f(x/AX). 
Example. Suppose X,, AO, x0 is a counterexample to Theorem 2.7, with 
r = tp(xo/AoXO) infinite and nowhere dense. Another way of saying that is that 
~f(xo/AoXo) =* 1 and ~f(xo/AoXO) =*f&. We use r to construct 2No many 
countable models of T(A,). 
Now the dichotomy Theorem 1.5 in [13] takes the following form. 
Theorem 2.11. Assume rO E S’(A,X,) is nowhere dense and injinite. Then either (A) or 
(B) below holds. 
(A) Zf X is jnite, q E s’ (A, X) is nowhere dense and in$nite then there are x0, . . ., x, E q 
(for some m), such that tp (Xi/AoX { xj, j < i >) is open in q for each i < m and there is 
s ES’ (AoX {xj, j < m)) with s c q such that s is infinite and nowhere dense in q. 
(B) There is aJinite set X and CL-independent over AOX set of nowhere dense infinite 
types {q”, n < o} z S’(AOX) (that is whenever x, E qn,n < cu, then {x,,n < co} is 
CL-independent over AoX). 
The proof is the same as in [13]. Similarly we get 
Fact 2.12. If (B) in Theorem 2.11 holds, then T has 2’O countable models. 
Proof. Choose a finite set A of generic elements of G with X(A) = CL(A,,X). For 
n < o choose a, E G with rc(stp(a,)) E q,,. For I s o let A, = {a,, n E I}. By the 
omitting types theorem, there is a model MI over A, (containing AoA) such that for 
each n, if a E MI and rc (stp (a)) E q. then a E cl,(AO AA,) and n E I. It follows that we 
can recover I from MI over &A. II 
The proof that condition (A) in Theorem 2.11 also leads to 2’” models is totally 
analogous to that in [13]. We work with G/Gm in place of G, and use cl, (on G) and 
CL (on G/Gm) instead of acl (but with A0 fixed). This completes the proof of Theorem 
2.7 and Theorem 2.1. 
The following is another formulation of Theorem 2.1. 
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Theorem 2.1’. Let A be jnite, q E S,,,(A) and X = U{CL(a): a realizes q}. Then 
either (1) or (2) below holds. 
(1) X n 9’ is open in W. 
(2) There are jinitely many ao, . . . . a,_ 1 realizing q (for some n) such that 
X = UiCL(Ui). 
Proof. Suppose (I) in Theorem 2.1 is true (for a given 4). Then X has non-empty 
interior, from which, using definability of p-weight 0, it is not hard to see that X n ‘3’ is 
open in ‘3’. The other case is trivial. 0 
From now on in this paper we assume T is superstable. For the rest of this section 
suppose p is a regular non-trivial meager stationary type and cp is a p-formula over 
a finite set A. We define CL = CLA, a map from subsets of Cs. to subsets of PV, by: 
CL(B) = {r E P,:r 1 acl (AB) is modular}. The following lemma is a counterpart of 
Lemma 2.4. 
Lemma 2.13. For everyjinite set B, CL(B) is closed, Pm, = CL@) is open in CL(B) and 
f or some ao, . . . . Uk_ 1 with StP(Ui/A) E CL(B), we have CL(B) = Ui<k CL (Ui). 
Proof. CL(B) is closed by Corollary 1.8 (applied to T(AB)). By this corollary, for 
some formula $ over A, $ isolates a complete type over A and [$] n Str (A) G P6. We 
shall use the following claim. 
Claim 2.14. There is a formula 0(x, y) over A such that for each a realizing tj, for 
r E Str(A) we have r E CL(a) n [II/] iff r is consistent with 8(x,a) (in such case we say 
that 0(x, a) defines CL (a) n [$I). 
Proof. Let a realize $. Since T is small, for some formula x(x, y) over A, x(x, a) implies 
stp(x) E CL(a) n [$I and the set 
U, = {r E CL(u): r is consistent with x(x, u)> 
is open in CL (a). Hence for every r E CL (a) n [II/] there is an a, realizing $ such that 
r E Uar E CL (a). Since CL (a) is compact, there are finitely many ao, . . . , uk_ 1 (for some 
k) realizing II/, with Stp(ai) E CL(a) and CL(a) = Ui<k UaZ. 
For i < k choose a formula xi (x, y) true of (Ui, a), such that xi (x, a) implies II/ (x) and 
forks over A. Let Ic/i(X, a) be 3y(xi (y, a)&11 (x, y)). Clearly, every type r E Str (A) n [$I 
consistent with x(x, ai) is consistent with ll/i (x, a), and rl/i (x, a) forks over A. Hence 
1!9 (x, y) = Vi ll/i (x, y) satisfies our demands. 0 
Let 19 (x, y) be the formula provided by the claim. First we shall prove that 
(a) if BE $(a) then there are finitely many ao, . . .) ak _ 1 E $ (K) with 
CL(B)nCtil= IJi<kCL(ai)nC$I. 
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Choose an r E CL(B) A [$I. By Lemma 2.3, the division ring % underlying the 
geometry on p (and on r) is countable. Take a B’ II, B(A) with B’ zs B(A). By 
modularity, each a E e(6) depending on B over A is interdependent (over B’) with 
some a’ realizing Y 1 AB’. If there are uncountably many pairwise A-independent 
a E $(a), depending on B over A, then (in T(B’)) there are uncountably many such 
a realizing r 1 AB’, contradicting the countability of %. So there are countably many 
ai E $(6), i < O, with CL(B) n [I+!/] c ui<w CL(ai) n [$I. Since each CL(ai) n [I,!/] is 
defined by (3(x, ai), using the smallness of T and a variant of CB-rank (as in [13, 
Lemma 0.2]), or a direct Cantor-tree argument, we get that for some n, 
CL(B)n [$] G Ui<,,CL(ai)n [$I. We can argue as follows. Let X be 
{CL(u) n [$I: a E $(a)} endowed with the following topology z. For each open set 
LJEStr(A)n[$]let Vu={ u E X: u E U}. The sets of the form V, form a basis of z. 
In this topology, X is compact and Hausdorff, and there is a natural continuous 
mapping rc: Str(A) n [$] + X, defined by rc(stp(u/A)) = CL(u) n [I,$]. So we have 
that n(CL(B) n [$I) is countable and closed in X. Essentially as in Lemma 2.4 we 
have that if rr(CL(B) n [$I) is infinite then n(CL(B) n [I$]) is perfect. Indeed, if 
Z = n(CL(B) n [tj]) is infinite, then there is an x E Z which is an accumulation 
point of Z, that is x is a limit point of a sequence x,, n < o, of elements 
of Z\{x}. Suppose y E Z. Choose a, b and u,,n < o, in II/ (6) n cl,(AB) with 
x = n (stp (a/A)), Y = in (stp (b/A)) and x, = rc(stp(u,/A)). W.1.o.g. stp(u,/A), n < o, 
converge to stp(u/A). By modularity, for n large enough we can choose b, in 
cl,(Auu, B) n $ (K)\cl,(Ab) such that stp(b,/A), n < o, tend to stp(b/A). Let 
y, = rt(stp(b/A)). We see that yn E Z and y,, n < o, converge to y. This shows 
that Z is perfect. Since any perfect set is uncountable and we know that 
rt (CL (B) n [$I) is countable, we get the rc (CL (B) n [$I) is finite. This proves (a). Now 
let B be arbitrary, finite. W.1.o.g. there is a b E B with II/(b) (we can enlarge B), and since 
w(B) is finite, for some finitely many bO, . . . . b,_ 1 we have stp (hi/A) E CL(B) and 
CL(B) = CL(ba, . . . . b,_ 1). Using local modularity of p it is not hard to prove that if 
CL(@) is not open in CL(B) or there are ai, i < w, with stp(aJA) E CL(B) and 
CL(u,) # CL(aj) for i #j, then we can find such ai’s with stp(ai/A) close to stp(b/A), 
hence containing $. This contradicts (a). 0 
The following corollary is a group-free version of Theorem 2.1. We shall use it in the 
next section, in the proof of the conjecture of vanishing multiplicities. 
Corollary 2.15. Assume T is superstable, I (T, K,) < 2Ho, p is a regular stationary 
meager type. Assume q(x) is a p-formula over a jinite A. Then in T(A) the 
following holds. For euchfinite B and a E q(E) with w,(u/B) = 1, either (1) or (2) below 
holds. 
(1) For some b E cp (E), w,(b/B) = 1, tp(b/B) is isolated and a & b. 
(2) There urejinitely many a,,, . . . , a, _ 1 realizing tp (u/B) such that for every b realizing 
tp (u/B), for some i, stp (b) and stp (ai) are not almost orthogonal. 
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In Corollary 2.15 let q = tp (u/AB). Then we can restate (1) and (2) there as (1’) and 
(2’) below. 
(1’) P’ f-l u {CL(b): b realizes q} is open in P6. 
(2’) There are finitely many a,, . . . , a,_ 1 realizing q (for some n) such that u {CL(b): 
b realizes 4) = vi CL (Ui). 
Proof of 2.15. Choose a finite set E so large that over AE, in (peq(Q), there is 
a definable group G with regular generics not orthogonal to types in P,. For each 
r E P, we can expand E a little, so that over AE, every r’ in some open neighbourhood 
of r in P, is not almost orthogonal to a generic of G. By compactness, we can assume 
that over AE, each r in P, is not almost orthogonal to a generic of G. By Theorem 2.1 
we see that the conclusion of Corollary 2.15 holds for T(AE). Suppose a and B are 
a counterexample for which neither (1) nor (2) holds for T(A). Let e E E. To finish the 
proof it suffices to show that for some a’, a’ and B are a counterexample for which 
neither (1) nor (2) holds in T(Ae). Let q = tp (u/M?). By the smallness of T, we can find 
a nf extension q’ of q over ABe with St (q’) open in St(q). Let a’ realize q’. We shall 
prove that a’, B satisfy our demands. To prove that (1) fails in T(k), by Lemma 2.13 
choose an e’ E acl(A) such that 
(a) whenever b, b’ realize q’. b E b’ (ABee’) and stp(b’/A) E CL(be) then 
stp (b’/A) E CL(b). 
By the choice of q’, stp(a’/A) # CL(e). S’ mce q’ has finitely many completions over 
ABee’, it suffices to prove that (1) fails in T(Aee’) and w.1.o.g. q’ E S(ABee’). Let 
Y = U {CL(b): b realizes q’) and Y’ = u {CL(be): b realizes q’}. By (a) and Lemma 
2.13, there is an open U E Str (A) with St, (q’) s U and Y’ n U = Y n U. Since (1) fails 
for a, B in T(A), Y is nowhere dense. Hence also Y’ n U is nowhere dense. By the 
equivalence (1) e, (1’) it follows that also Y’ is nowhere dense. This shows that (1) fails 
for a’, B in T(Ae). 
Now suppose (2) is true for a’, B in T(Ae). It follows that for each r E St,(q) there is 
an e, and an open U, g St,(q) with r E U,, such that for some uO, . . ..a._ 1 realizing q, 
u, c CL (a(), . . . ) a,_ 1, e,). By compactness, there are finitely many r,,, . . . . rt_ 1 such 
that St,(q) = Ui<tU*; Hence for some finite set C, for each a realizing q, 
stp (u/A) E CL(C). By Lemma 2.13, there are finitely many uo, . . . , uk_ 1 realizing q such 
that for each a realizing q, stp (u/A) E CL (Ui) for some i < k. This shows that (2) holds 
for a, b in T(A), a contradiction. 0 
Is the dividing line “meager-nonmeager” important? An answer to the following 
questions would clarify this problem. 
Assume T is superstable (with NDOP and NOTOP), and p is a regular non-trivial 
type which is not meager. Is p non-orthogonal to a strongly regular type (see Example 
1.4)? Assume G is a definable regular group with locally modular generics, which are 
not meager. Does there exist a non-generic definable subgroup H of G such that G/H 
is connected by finite? The positive answer to the last question looks probable. 
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Then G would be s.r.-like (in the sense of Loveys [lo]). Notice that when T is small 
then G/Cm is closely related to the weakly minimal group G/S, considered in [lo]. 
3. Multiplical stability 
In this section we prove the conjecture of vanishing multiplicities. The main result is 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume T is superstable and Z(T, K,) < 2”‘. Then T is multiplically 
stable. 
Most of the section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. The next lemma 
however is the crucial part of the proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume A is$nite, p = tp (a/A) andfir some B 2 A with B ti a(A), tp (a/B) 
is not m-stable. Assume also e(x) is a formula (not necessarily over A), consistent with 
every r E St,(p). Then there is a countable A’ extending A such that $ is over A’ and for 
every countable B’ extending A’, the set of r E St,(p) such that some extension of r v {I,+} 
over B’ is not m-stable, is dense in StA(p). 
Remark. The lemma is interesting even in the special case when \c/ is (x = x). It shows 
that we cannot “kill” all m-unstable types by a countable set. In case when rl/ forks 
over A, the lemma shows that m-unstability of some type is transferred to some 
forking extension. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. B is countable and acl (A) c B. Let {E,, n < CO} be all finite equivalence 
relations definable over A, of the same arity as a. As tp (a/B) is not m-stable, there are 
finite sets B, E B, n < CO, such that 
(a) A = B,, E B, c B,+l. 
(b) St (p, + I) is nowhere dense in St (p,), where p,, = tp (a/B,). 
(c) St (p,) is contained in [E,(x,a)] for every m d n. 
The idea of the proof consists in producing many copies of tp(a/B) over some 
countable set A’, so that (by smallness of T), no countable B’ containing A’ can “kill” 
all of them. We construct inductively elementary functionsf,, types pq and sets A,, 
‘Ie w’~, so that 
(d) Dam f, = &W for SOme n(v) 3 Ivl, A, = Rngf, and P,, = f,(p,d. 
(e) f. = idA. 
(f) f, zfy for r] c v. 
(g) If ye, v are incomparable then St (p,) and St (py) are disjoint. 
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(h) For every q and n, the set U {St (p,&,):n < o} is dense in St (p,) and St (P,,~J is 
nowhere dense in St (p,). 
Suppose we have found f,. We construct f$,, b y induction on n < w. For n = 0 letfqAO 
be any extension off, with domain B,(,,) + 1. Suppose we have foundf,ai for all i < n SO 
that the sets St&,,), i < n, are all disjoint and nowhere dense in St(p,). Choose 
r, E St (Pq)\ Ui<n St (PqAiX a’ realizing r, and k > n(q) such that [Ek(x, a’)] is disjoint to 
St (p,~i) for each i < n. Since a realizes p,(q), there is an extension&, off, with domain 
B, such that f$,, u {(a, a’)} is elementary. The choice offVAn determines A,*, and psAn. 
Clearly we can choose rn so that the set {Y,, n < o) is dense in St (p,). This ensures (h). 
(g) holds by (c). 
Let A0 = IJ{A,,q E w’o}. Let c be the string of parameters of $. W.1.o.g. 
A0 ti c(A). Let A’ = A’c. We will show that A’ satisfies our demands. First notice that 
(i) for every r E St,(p), r 1 acl (A’) u {$} is consistent. 
Indeed, we know that r u {$} is consistent, so we can choose a’ realizing r u {$}, with 
a’ ti AO (AC). A0 ti c(A) implies A0 ti a/c(A), hence in particular A0 lli a’ (A) and a’ 
realizes r 1 acl (A’). This shows (i). 
Now choose any countable B’ extending A’. For v] E “o let ps E S(B’) be an 
extension of IJn < w pVln containing II/, such that ph = p,, 1 acl (A’) does not fork over A. 
Suppose p,, is multiplically stable. Then there is a finite C c B’ containing A and 
r E S (Cc) such that 
(j) ps does not fork over Cc, pq 1 Cc = r and for every finite D with C c D E B’, 
St (p, 1 DC) is open in St(r). 
Claim 3.3. For every jnite C with A E C G B’ and r E S(Cc), the set Xc,* of q E w. 
such that p,, satisfies (j) is nowhere dense in wo. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then for some C and r E S(Cc), for some v E~‘o, the set 
X = Xc,l n [v] is dense in w. n [v]. By (h) the set Y = {phl(s:v] E X} is dense in 
St (py). Let r’ = r [(Cc n A’). Consider the mapping f: St (r) + St (r’) defined by 
f(stp (d/Cc)) = stp (d/(A’ n Cc)). Notice that 
(k) f is continuous, St (py) 5 Rng f and f is open as a function from St(r) to Rngf: 
Obviously, f is continuous. Rng f is closed in St(r’) (as a continuous image of 
a compact space), and Y G St (r’) n Rng f: Hence St (py) c Rng J To see that f is open, 
first notice that for d realizing r and E E FE (Cc), f ([E (x, d)] n St(r)) has non-empty 
interior in Rngf: 
If not, then for any d realizing r, intRns f (f ([E (x, d)] n St(r))) = 8. Choose finitely 
many do, . . . , dk realizing r, so that each E-class consistent with r contains some 
di. We see that Rngf = UiG k f ([E (X,di)] n St(r)), hence Rng f is a union of 
finitely many closed nowhere dense in Rng f sets, which is senseless. Thus, 
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intRng I (f([E (x, d)] n St(r))) # 8. It follows that there is a d’ realizing Y with E (d, d’) 
and E’ E FE (A0 n Cc) such that 
CE’(x, 01 n Rngf s f(CE (x, 41 n St 69). 
However, E(x,d) is equivalent to E(x, d’), so we get 
[E’ (x, d’)] n Rngf E f( [E (x, d’)] n St (r)). 
This shows that in factf([E (x, d’)] n St (r)) is open in RngfT hence alsof is open, This 
proves (k). 
To proceed with the proof of the claim, choose any v] E X, and let D = C u A,l(i+ 1J, 
where i = (v(. Let q = ptl (DC, q’ = q ( DC n A’. By (j) we have 
(1) St(q) E St(r) and St(q) is open in St(r). 
As above,f(St (4)) 5 St (4’). However, since St (Pslci+ r)) is nowhere dense in St (p,,) and 
St(P,,) E Rngf; we have St(P,l(i+ 1)) G Rngf and St(P,l(i+l,) is nowhere dense in 
Rngf: Since Pn\(i+ 1) E 4, we have f(St (4)) c St (q’) L St (Pqlci+ r,), hence f(St(q)) is 
nowhere dense in Rng f: But as f is open and (by (l)), St(q) is open in St(r), we get 
f(St (4)) is open in Rngf, a contradiction. This proves the claim. 0 
As T is small, there are countably many pairs (C, r) such that C is finite, A c C E B’ 
and r E S (Cc). By the Baire category theorem, the set Z = “o\ UC,, Xc,, is dense in ww. 
Consequently, the set {ph 1 a: v E Z} is dense in St(p). Clearly, for every q E Z, pV is not 
multiplically stable. This proves the lemma. 0 
Assume P is a family of formulas (over a), which is invariant under Aut (6) and 
contains all algebraic formulas. We shall use the notion of P-analyzability, appearing 
in [6]. As pointed out in [l 11, we may assume that all P-analyses are finite (T is 
superstable). For a type p, we say that p is a P-type if some formula cp E p is in P. We 
say that stp(a/A) is P-internal if for some B extending A with a ti B(A), there are 
Cl,..., c, such that tp (ci/B) is a P-type for all i, and a E dcl (ci, . . ., c,, B). We say that 
stp(a/A) is P-analyzable if there are n < o and ai, i < n, with a, = a and 
stp(uJA u {uk, k < i>) P-internal for all i < II. We say that a formula cp is P-ana- 
lyzable, if every complete stationary type containing q~ is P-analyzable. The following 
general fact is proved in [6]. 
Fact 3.4. (1) Ifstp (a/&) is P-analyzable and stp (b/A) is P-analyzable then stp (u/A) is 
P-analyzable. 
(2) If stp (a/A) is P-analyzable and B contains A then stp (a/B) is P-analyzable. 
(3) Zf A G B, stp(u/B) is P-analyzable and a ti B(A), then stp(u/A) is P-analyzable. 
In our case let P be the family of formulas cp (x, a) such that for every A containing 
a and b realizing cp (x, a), tp (b/A) IS multiplically stable (so cp could be called m-stable, 
too). In our case it turns out that P-internal types are just P-types, and P-analyzable 
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formulas are just m-stable formulas, that is formulas in P. This greatly simplifies the 
situation. 
Lemma 3.5. (1) If A E B, a h B(A) and tp(a/B) is a P-type then tp(a/A) is a P-type. 
(2) Zf tp (a/A) is P-internal, then tp (a/A) is a P-type. 
(3) If cp (x, a) is P-analyzable then, cp E P. 
Proof. (1) W.1.o.g. A is finite, Suppose rp (x) E tp (u/B) is in P. W.1.o.g. B is finite, too. By 
the open mapping theorem, there is cp’ E tp(a/A) such that every type in [q’] n S(A) 
has a nf extension in [q] n S(B). We claim that cp’ E P. Suppose not. Then for some a’ 
realizing cp’ and A’ extending A, tp(u’/A’) is not m-stable. Choose a finite A* c A’ with 
a’ & A’ (A*). Let p = tp(u’/A*). By Lemma 3.2 (for Ic/ = (x = x)), we can choose A’ so 
that for every countable C extending A’, the set X = {r E S&C): r is not m-stable) is 
dense in S ,,,r(C). W.1.o.g. A’u’ ti B(A) and a’ realizes cp. So p u {cp} does not fork over 
A* and (for C = BA’) there is an r E Sp,nf (BA’) n {q} such that r is not m-stable. This 
contradicts cp E P. 
(2) Suppose A E B, a ti B(A), a E dcl (b,, . . . . b,, B), Cpi E tp (bi/‘B) are formulas in 
P and a =f(b,, . . . . b,) for some B-definable function f: Let q(x) be 
3Y1, ..-, YnC/jiVi(Yi) & x =f(Ylt *..7 y,)). Clearly rp E P. By (l), tp(u/A) is a P-type. 
(3) Suppose q(x) is P-analyzable. Let a realize cp and A be any set. By (l), (2), there 
are uo, . . . . a, = a such that tp(uJA u {a,, k < i}) is a P-type, hence is m-stable. Thus 
also tp (u/A) is m-stable (since tp (ah/A) is m-stable itI tp (b/A) is m-stable and tp (a/Ab) 
is m-stable). This shows cp E P. 0 
Now suppose Theorem 3.1 is false. Hence some q $ P. Let Q(x) be a formula of least 
co-rank, say a, such that 8 # P. Say, 0 is over a finite set A. Applying Proposition 2.1 
from [l l] we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. There is p E S(A) n [e] such that 
(1) p is not a P-type, p is orthogonal to each formula in P, and p is regular, 
(2) also, p is almost strongly regular (via some q E p), and forking is meager on 
%4(P). 
Proof. (1) is just [ 11,2.1]. In (2) we get that p is asr as in [ 111, minimizing CB-rank of 
p in [e] n S(A). Then q E p with CB-multiplicity 1 witnesses that p is asr. We must 
prove that forking is meager on St__,(p). Suppose it is not. Hence for some formula 
$‘(x) forking over A, and for some S’(x) almost over A and consistent with p, every 
r E [S’] n St,(p) is realized in $‘(E). Then R, ($‘) < a. If 8” is a conjugate of 6’ over 
A and $” the corresponding conjugate of $‘, then also every r E [S”] n St,(p) is 
realized in $“(a). Let 6 be the disjunction of the finitely many conjugates of 6’ over A, 
and II/ be the disjunction of the corresponding conjugates of $‘. Then 6 E p, R, ($) < x 
and every r E St,(p) is consistent with $. Since p is not a P-type, there is a countable 
B containing A such that for some r E S,,,,(B), r is not m-stable. By Lemma 3.2 we can 
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find a countable A’ containing A such that II/ is over A’, and some r E S,(A’) n [$] is 
not m-stable. But R, ($) < cx implies rj E P, a contradiction. 0 
Let p be the type from Lemma 3.6. By Lemma 1.6 we get that p is meager. By the 
claim in Lemma 1.6, w.1.o.g. all types in St,(p) are non-orthogonal, so St,(p) = P,, 
where cp E p witnesses that p is asr and P, is as in Definition 1.2. Notice that since 
P, = StA(p), all types in P, have the same local ranks, hence cp satisfies conditions 
(a)-(d) from Definition 1.2, that is cp is a p-formula. By Corollary 1.8, p is isolated (that 
is CB(p) = 0), so w.1.o.g. cp isolates p. Since all stationarizations of p are non- 
orthogonal, we use p-weight and p-closure to denote p/-weight and p’-closure for any 
stationarization p’ of p. So we have also CL, defined at the end of Section 2, and in our 
case P, = Pb. We shall apply Corollary 2.15. W.1.o.g. A = 8. By Claim 2.14 there is 
a formula 0 (x, y) over 0 such that for each a realizing p, for r E S(A) n [q] we have 
r E CL(a) iff Y is realized in 0(&a). 
By the choice of p, there is a countable A’ and an a realizing p, with q = tp (a/A’) not 
m-stable. Since every formula of co-rank < c( is in P, we have R,(q) = R, (p), hence 
a & A’. By Corollary 2.15, the proof of Theorem 3.1 splits into two cases. 
Case 1. For every finite B c A’, for q 1 B, in Corollary 2.15, (1) holds, that is for some 
b realizing an isolated nf extension of p over B, we have b ti a. 
Let X = CL (a). For finite B E A’ let Xs = u {CL(b): b realizes q ( B}. So X,X, are 
closed (by Claim 2.14) and Xs is open (by condition (1’) in Corollary 2.15). 
Lemma 3.7. For each jinite B G A’, the set Ys of r EX such that for b realizing 
r 1 acl (B), tp (b/B) is isolated, is open and dense in X. 
Proof. If r E Ys and for b realizing r ) acl (B), r’ = tp(b/B) is isolated, then the set 
Z = {r” E P,:r” is consistent with r' } is open in P,, and r E Z n X E Y,. Thus Y, is 
open in X. Also, by the assumption of Case 1, Y, # 0. Let 6 (x, d) be a formula over 
acl(0) with [S] n X # 0. Choose b realizing a type r E Y,. By the choice of 0(x, y), 
tj (x) = 8 (x, b) & 6 (x, d) is consistent. Also, tp (b/Bd) is isolated. Choose c realizing 
$ with tp (c/Bbd) isolated. Hence tp (c/B) is isolated, too, stp (c) E CL(b) = CL (a), and 
stp(c) E Y,. This shows that Y, is dense in X. 0 
By Lemma 3.7, we can choose r E n ( Y,: B E A’ and B is finite}. Then we can find 
b & a realizing r 1 A’. Hence for each finite B c A’, St (tp(b/B)) is open in St (tp (b)). 
This shows that tp(b/A’) is m-stable. Since tp (a/A’b) forks, R, (a/A’b) < ~1, hence also 
tp (a/A’b) is m-stable. So we get tp (a/A’) is m-stable, a contradiction. 
Case 2. For some finite B G A’, for q 1 B, in Corollary 2.15, (2) holds, that is there are 
finitely many ao, . . ..a._i realizing q 1 B such that for each b realizing q 1 B, 
stp (b) E CL (ai) for some i. Extending B by an element of acl (0) we can assume that 
n = 1, hence for each b realizing q ( B, stp(b) E CL(a). It follows that for each b realiz- 
ing q 1 B, stp(b) is realized in (3(x, a) from Claim 2.14. Since q I B has an extension 
(namely q) which is not m-stable, by Lemma 3.2, for some countable A” containing Ba, 
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there is a type q’ E S(A”) n [O(x,a)], which is not m-stable. However, clearly 
R, (t3 (x, a)) < a, so 8 (x, a) E P, a contradiction. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
By [15] we get the following corollary (the undefined terms are explained in the 
next section). 
Corollary 3.8. Assume T is super-stable, I (T, K,) < 2”‘, @ is a type over 8 (or even 
a countable collection of types over fl), Q = @(M) f or some countable M and acleq (Q) is 
homogeneous or Q is atomic overjnitely many Morley sequences in Qeq. Then there are 
countably many pseudo-types over Q. 
For superstable multiplically stable T we defined in [lS] a rank .& defined 
on complete types over finite sets, and measuring their multiplicity. We proved 
there that for T of finite U-rank, J(p) < U(p). Is this true in general? See [17] 
for a related result. There is a shorter way to prove Theorem 3.1, using M-rank, see 
[ 171. A weaker version of Lemma 3.2 suffices to prove Theorem 3.1. We have chosen 
the present version, since it provides a more uniform setting for both cases (of 
m-stability and z-stability) we consider in Sections 3 and 4. Also, Lemma 3.2 is 
interesting on its own. 
4. Topological stability 
The notion of a pseudo-type arose in [15], where we started investigating the 
relationship between a model and its subset. So assume that Q(x) is a formula over 
8 (or, if you like, a type, or even a countable collection of types over 0). Let M* be 
a countable model of T and Q = @(M*). In [15] we investigated the class 
K, = {M: @(M) = Q}. Pseudo-types over Q turned out to be useful in this investiga- 
tion. For simplicity we assume that the locus of @ is contained in 6 =, the “real” sort of 
aeq = 6. Let us define (E=)’ as Q u ((X=\@(E:=)), and let a’ be (E’=)‘” (that is, we 
include into 6 names of all classes of O-definable (in 6;) equivalence relations, which 
meet (E=)‘). Let Aut (a’) be the class off taut (a) such that f preserves K’. In this 
section, usually we will restrict ourselves to elements and subsets of K’ rather than 
elements and subsets of E. Clearly, every M E K, is contained in E’, so 6 is ample 
enough. 
Now let A E CC’ be finite. Aut,@‘) acts on S(QA), and this action is Borel. 
A pseudo-type over Q, A is any orbit of this action, hence a pseudo-type is 
analytic. Clearly, I (T, K,) < 2”’ implies that for any finite A, there are < 2”” “good” 
pseudo-types over Q, A (“good” means “realized” in some M E K, containing A). 
Hence in [ 15,163 we were considering a problem of counting good pseudo-types, that 
is, providing that under I (T, K,) < 2Ko assumption, for finite A there are only 
countably many good pseudo-types over Q, A. This problem is related to Vaught’s 
conjecture. As we see, Corollary 3.8 solves the problem of pseudo-types for a large 
class of Q. 
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In this section we solve this problem for yet another class of Q. We consider the case 
when there are “no” bad pseudo-types. Specifically, from now on we assume that G(K) 
and 1 @(a) are foreign, that is 
(*) whenever A G @(a) and B G i@(C) then A ti B. 
By 18 (K) we mean the elements of the same sort as @ which do not realize @. This 
assumption gives us freedom in possible constructions of many models in K,. Now we 
recall some notation from [15,16]. For a G CY, and p, q E S (Qa) we write p = q ( 00, a) 
iff p, q are in the same Aut,(C’)-orbit. For b, c G &‘, b E c( co, a) iff tp (b/Qa) = 
tp (c/Q4 (a>4 
We name the equivalence relation . z .( co,u) as E(co,u) (or &(co,a)). 
When a = 8, we drop it in the above definitions, and speak of E( CO). 
Suppose p E S(Qu). In [lS] we prove that p/E( CO, a) is Borel, hence has the Baire 
property. 
We say that X E S(Qu) is invariant over a iff X is invariant under Aut, (6’). 
Suppose X c S(Qu) is closed and invariant over a. We say that p E X is Q-isolated in 
X (over a), if p/E ( co, a) is not meager in X. If X = S (Qa) then we simply say that p is 
Q-isolated over a. Let p E S(Qu) and assume b is finite with a G b E Qu. Let 
Xb (p) be cl (p/E ( CO, b)). So Xb (p) is closed and invariant over b. We say that 
p is topologically stable (r-stable), based on b, if p is Q-isolated in X,(p), over b. The 
following lemma gives a brief account of what is proved in [15,16] on topologically 
stable types. 
Lemma 4.1. Assume p E S (Qu), a, c, d G 6 urejinite, X z S (Qu) is closed and invariant 
over a. 
(1) p is Q-isolated in X (over a) ifSfor every jinite b with a G b G Qu, p/E ( CO, b) is not 
nowhere dense in X. 
(2) Suppose b G Qu is jinite with a c b. Then tp(cd/Qu) is z-stable, based on b, ifs 
tp (c/Qu) is z-stable, bused on b, and tp (d/Quc) is z-stable, based on bc. 
(3) (I (T, NO) < 2Na) Types which are Q-isolated in X (over a) are dense in X. 
(4) (I (T, No) < 2E(0) There is a countable M E K, containing a, which is Q-atomic over a, 
that is for each jnite c G M, tp (c/Qu) is Q-isolated over a. Such an M is unique up to 
Aut, (a’). 
(5) (I(T, K,) < 2’O) There are countably many z-stable pseudo-types in S(Qu). 
Proof. (1) is from [16]. (2) is proved in [ 15, Lemma 1.41 for Q-isolated types. The 
general case is similar (or see the proof of Lemma 4.6(3) below). (3) is [15, Lemma 
1.2(3)], essentially. (4) is [15, Theorem 1.51. (5) is proved in [16] by bounding the 
eventual Scott height of r-stable types. 0 
Notice that Aut,(K’) acts also on Str (Qa). Hence we can define the notions of 
r-stable strong type and Q-isolated strong type. 
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Remark 4.2. stp (c/Qa) is z-stable, based on a iff tp(c/Qa) is z-stable, based on a. 
Similarly, stp(c/Qa) is Q-isolated over a iff tp(c/Qa) is Q-isolated over a. 
Proof. Easy, or see [15, Claim 2.71. 0 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Assume T is superstable, Q, @ are as above, I (T, NO) < 2’O and (*) holds. 
Then for everyjnite A E 0’ and p E S(QA) n [la], p is topologically stable. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of this theorem. Notice that Theorem 
4.3 partially confirms Conjecture 2.8 in [16]. The proof has the following plan. First 
we prove a variant of Theorem 2.1 for some definable group G c K’\Q. Then we apply 
this in the proof of Theorem 4.3 similarly to the way Section 2 was applied in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. First we introduce some special notation. 
Suppose p is a regular stationary type in K’\Q, A c 6’ is finite and q(x) is 
a p-formula over A. Let a E (5:’ extend A, and let r E P,. We define X,(r) as 
cl (r’/E( 00, a)), where r’ = r 1 acl (Qa). Let Y,(r) = u {CL(b): b realizes a type in 
r’/E ( CO, a)} and Z,(r) = cl ( YO(r)) (CL here is defined before Lemma 2.13). 
Fact 4.4. Zf b realizes a type in X,(r) then stp (b) E Z,(r). Zf stp (b) E Z,(r) then 
CL(b) s Z,(r). 
Proof. Easy, use definability of p-weight 0 on P,. 0 
Now assume G is a O-definable abelian group with meager regular generics, such 
that G n Q = 0. We keep the notation from Section 2. However, now we will be 
dealing with pseudo-types rather than types. From now on until the end of the proof 
of Theorem 4.5, let p be the generic of Go. Again, for cp = G, we have P, = 9, and so 
for a c a and r E 93 we have X,(r), Y,(r) and Z,(r), as defined above. The next theorem 
is a variant of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 4.5. Assume A E C’ is $nite and r E 3. Then either (1) or (2) below holds. 
(1) Z,(r) n 9’ is open in 3’. 
(2) There arejnitely many a,,, . . . . a, realizing types in X,(r) with Z,(r) = UiCL(ai). 
In the proof of Theorem 4.5. we shall use the results of Section 2. Let Gm, 9m, 
n : 9 + G/Gm, G,* and G, = G,* + Gm be as in Section 2. Also, CL induces CL on 
G/Gm. The main difference is that now we shall be working only with some special 
generics r E Y and special x E G/Gm, specifically with the r-stable ones. 
Let us say that r E ‘3 is z-stable (over a finite A), based on a finite B (with 
A c B E QA), if r I QA is z-stable, based on B. Let X c G/Gm, A g K’ be finite. 
AutAX (a’) acts on G/Gm. For x E G/Gm let Q-tp (x/AX) (the Q-type of x over AX) be 
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the AutAX(%‘)-orbit of x. Notice that the Q-type of x need not be closed, it is 
however analytic (and even Borel), just like a pseudo-type, hence Q-types have Baire 
property. 
Similarly we define Q-tp (?/AX) for finite X z G/Cm as the AutAX @‘)-orbit of X in 
(G/Cm)” (n = 1x1). We say that Q-tp(g/IAX) is z-stable iff for some finite B with 
A E B c QA, for each finite B’ c QA extending B, cl (Q-tp (?/B’X)) is open in cl (Q- 
tp(x/BX)). Then we say also that Q-tp(?/AX) is based on B. In the next lemma we 
show that t-stability of Q-types on G/Cm has similar properties as T-stability of 
pseudo-types. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume A s 6;’ and X E G/Cm are jinite, x, y E GJGm. 
(1) Q-tp(x/AX) is z-stable, based on B (where A E B c QA and B is jinite) ifs 
Q-tp (x/BX) is co-meager in cl (Q-tp (x/BX)). 
(2) Q-tp (x/A) is z-stable, based on B, ifffor some r E $9 with x(r) = x, r is z-stable over A, 
based on B. 
(3) Q-tp (xy/AX) is r-stable, based on B, if Q-tp (y/AX) is z-stable, based on B, and 
Q-tp(x/AXy) is t-stable, based on B. 
(4) Suppose Z s G/Cm is closed and invariant under AutAX(%‘). Then for some 
x E G/Cm, Q-tp(x/AX) is not meager in Z, hence cl(Q-tp(x/AX) is open in Z and 
Q-tp(x/AX) is z-stable, based on A. 
Proof. Since every z E X is in E’ interdefinable with the set A, of G,-cosets containing 
n- ’ (z), which in turn is contained in dcl (a) n acl(@) for any a realizing any r E 7t- ’ ( y), 
all the proofs are standard repetitions of the old proofs in [15,16] (as in Lemma 4.1). 
For example we shall prove (3). 
For R c (G/Cm)’ let z,(R) be the projection of R on the first coordinate, and 
n,(R) on the second coordinate. R, = {v: (t, u) E R), R” = {t:(t, v) E R}. W.1.o.g 
A=B=X=@ 
Let V = Q-tp (y/O), W = Q-tp (x/O), U = Q-tp (xy/@) and Uy = Q-tp (x/y). Since U, 
is y-definable in K’ (that is invariant under Au@‘)), for each t E I/ there is a unique 
copy U’ of UY in 6’. Clearly, U = {(v, t): v E U’ and t E V}. Also, since U’ is t-definable 
in a’, we get cl (U’) = (cl(U))’ for each t E V, and similarly cl (U,) = (cl(U)), for each 
VE W. Also, Q-tp(y/x) = U, and ~~(cl(U)) = cl(W), ~~(cl(U)) = cl(V). 
+. Suppose Q-tp (y/0) is z-stable, based on 0, and Q-tp (x/y) is z-stable, based on 8. 
Then Uy is co-meager in cl (Uy) and Vis co-meager in cl(V). To prove that Q-tp (xy/0) 
is r-stable, based on 0, we show that U is co-meager in cl (U). 
Let J be a dense Gs in cl(U). Clearly the set Z = {t E cl(V): J’ is a dense Cd in 
cl (U)t > is a dense Cd in cl(V). Hence there is t E Z n V. For this t, there is v E U’ n J’ 
(since for t E V, U’ is co-meager in cl (U’) = cl (U)‘). So J n U # 0, and U is co-meager 
in cl(U). 
a. Suppose Q-tp (xy/0) is z-stable, based on 0. This means that U is co-meager in 
cl(U). IfJ c cl(V) is a dense Cd in cl(V), then 71 ;‘(J)ncl(U) is a dense Cd in cl(U), 
hence we easily get that V is co-meager in cl(V), showing that Q-tp (y/O) is T-stable, 
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based on 8. To see that Q-tp(x/y) = Uy is z-stable, we prove that Uy is co-meager in 
cl ( Uy). Since U is co-meager in cl (U), for some dense G,-set J in cl (U), J c U. The set 
{t: J’ is co-meager in cl (U)‘} is co-meager in cl(V). The more so, the set 2 = {t: U’ is 
co-meager in cl(U)‘} is co-meager in cl(V). Hence 2 n V # 8. Since all t E V have the 
same Q-type over 8, and y E V, we get that Uy is co-meager in cl (Uy). 0 
Now suppose A and r E 9 are a counterexample to Theorem 4.5, for which 
neither (1) nor (2) holds. This means that Z,(Y) is nowhere dense and meets 
infinitely many cosets of Gm. Let x = n(r). We see that Q-tp(x/A) is infinite and 
nowhere dense. So as in Section 2, proving Theorem 4.5 reduces to proving the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. Assume A c a’, X s G/Gm are jinite and x E G/Gm. If Q-tp (x/AX) is 
nowhere dense then Q-tp (x/AX) is jinite. 
Suppose Theorem 4.7 is false, and x,,, A,,, X0 is a counterexample. Fix Ao,xo, X0 
until the end of the proof of Theorem 4.7. For finite X s G/Gm and x E G/Gm such 
that Q-tp(xX/Ao X0) is r-stable, based on Ao, we define the size functionf(x/X) E Ow 
as follows. For n E w letf(x/X) (n) be the number of cosets of G, + 1 /Gm in x + G,/Gm, 
meeting Q-tp(x/A,X,X).j,,, is defined as before. Notice thatf(x/X) depends only on 
Q-tp(x/AoXoX). 
In the further construction of 2Ho models we shall be considering only sets 
X s G/Gm and x E G/Gm with Q-tp(xX/AoXo) z-stable, based on A,. Notice that this 
implies Q-tp (x/A,X,X) is r-stable, based on A0 and Q-tp (x/A, X0) is z-stable, based 
on A,. Again we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.8. Assume X0 & X c YE G/Gm are jinite, x,y E G/Gm and Q- 
tp (xy Y/A0 X0) is z-stable, based on Ao. 
(1) 1 Gf(xlX) Gf,,,. 
(2) j-(x/X) =*fmax ifSQ-tp(x/A,X) is not meager in G/Gm. 
(3) 1(x/X) =* 1 @Q-tp (x/A,X) is jinite. 
(4) f (xl Y) d f(x/X). 
(5) Ox/Y) =*f(xlX) ifs Q-tp(x/Ao Y) zs not meager in cl(Q-tp(x/A,X)) ifs cl (Q- 
tp (x/A, Y)) is open in cl (Q-tp (x/A0 X)). 
(6) Zfy E CL(AoX) thenf(y/X) =* 1. 
(7) Iff(y/X) =* 1 thenf(x/Xy) =*f(x/X). 
(8) Iff(x’/X) =*f(x’/Y) for each x’ E D = {x’ E cl (Q-tp (x/A0 X)): Q-tp (x’ Y/A,) is 
z-stable, based on A,}, then the set E = {Q-tp(x’/A, Y): x‘ E D> is jinite. 
(9) f(x/Xy) =*f(x/X) ifsf(y/Xx) =*f(y/X). 
Proof. (l)-(5) are easy. (6) follows from (3) and finiteness of CL(X). (7) follows from 
(5). The proof of (9) is similar to that of Lemma 2.7(6). We shall prove (8). 
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Clearly, x’ E D implies Q-tp(x’/A,X) is T-stable, based on A,,, hence x’ E Q- 
tp(x/A,X) (as two co-meager sets must meet). The assumptions imply that for every 
set F E E, cl(F) is open in cl(Q-tp(x/A,X)), and is Aut,,y(&‘)-invariant. Also, if 
F # F’ E E then cl(F) n cl (F’) = 8. Hence if E is infinite then there is a closed set 
F c cl (Q-tp(x/A,X)) which is AutAoY @‘)-invariant and nowhere dense in cl(Q- 
tp(x/A,X)). By Lemma 4.6(4), there is x’ E F with tp(x’/A, Y) z-stable, based on A,,, 
This implies if(x’/ Y) =*f(x’/X), a contradiction. q 
Example. Let F = cl (Q-tp (xo/AoXo)). It follows that F is infinite and nowhere dense. 
By Lemma 4.6(4), there is x* E F such that Q-tp(x*/A,X,) is z-stable, based on A,,, 
and if(x*/@) =* 1, if@*/@) =*fmax. W e will use x* to construct many models. 
The proof of the next lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.8 (replace types by 
Q-types), so we leave it to the reader. 
Lemma 4.9. Assume X c G/Cm is jinite, X,, c X, x,y E G/Gm, Q-tp(yX/AOXO) is 
z-stable, bused on A,,, and x E CL(AOXy), Thenf(x/X) <*f(y/X). 
The dichotomy theorem takes now the following form. 
Theorem 4.10. Either (A) or (B) holds, where (A), (B) are thefollowing conditions. 
(A) If Xx z G/Cm is finite, X0 G X, Q-tp(xX/A,XO) is T-stable, based on A,, and 
Q-tp (x/A,X) is infinite and nowhere dense, then there are x0, . . . , x, E Q-tp (x/A,X) 
(for some m) such that Q-tp({xj,j < m}X/A o ,, IS z-stable, based on A,, for all X ) 
i < m, Cl (Q-tp (xi/AoX{xj,j < i})) is open in cl (Q-tp (x/A,X)), and ~1 (Q- 
tP(x,IA,X{xj,j < ml)) is injnite and nowhere dense in cl (Q-tp(x/AOX)). 
(B) There is a Jinite set X E G/Gm (with X,, E X) and x, E G/Cm, n < o, such that 
(#) for each n, Q-tp(X{ xi, i < n}/AOX,) is T-stable, bused OFI Ao; 
and whenever x; E G/Gm, n < o, satisfy (#) and xi E Q-tp(x,/A,X) then 
{XL, n < w) is CL-independent over A,X. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
Again both conditions (A) and (B) imply that I (T, K,) = 2’O. This concludes the 
proof of Theorems 4.7 and 4.5. 
Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.3. The next lemma corresponds to 
Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 4.11. Assume A E 6’ isJinite, p E Str (QA) n [la] is not r-stable and $(x) is 
a formula consistent with every r E p/E ( 00, A). Then for everyjnite B c 6’ extending A, 
such that $ is over B, the set of r E cl (p/E ( co, A)) such that some extension of r u ($} 
over acl(QB) is not z-stable, is dense in cl(p/E ( co, A)). In particular, some 
r E S(QB) n [$I is not z-stable. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.2, but easier. Let {E,,n < o} be an 
enumeration of FE (QA). For simplicity assume A = 0. W.1.o.g. p does not fork over 0. 
Let Y = p/E ( CO) and Y’ = cl(Y). We find inductively a tree of finite sets A,, G acl (Q), 
types pq E Y and sets YV for 9 E ““0 so that the following holds. 
(a) A0 = 8, ~0 = P, Y, = p,,IE ( ~0, AJ 
(b) For q s v, A, c A,, py E Y, and Y, is nowhere dense in cl (Y,). 
(c) Un<ul YqA,, is dense in Y,,, for n # m, cl ( YVA,) n cl ( YqA,) = 8. 
(d) If c, d realize types in Y,, then for n d 1~1, E, (c, d) holds. 
The construction is straightforward and uses the fact that any p’ E Y is not r-stable. 
Each r E Y is consistent with tj. Also, the set of Y E Y’ consistent with $ is closed. 
Hence each Y E Y’ is consistent with $. For I E w. let p,, be the unique type in 
nn cl (Y&. Since Y,,, is Aut,+ @‘)-invariant, we get for q E-O: 
(e) P,/E(~,A,I,) E cl(Y,~.). 
For v] E “‘w let pi be any complete extension of ptl u (II/} over acl (QB). Suppose pb is 
r-stable. Then for some finite C c QB and closed Z c Str(QB) we have 
(f) Z = cl (pi/E( co, BC)), p; does not fork over BC and pb/E( cq BC) is co-meager 
in Z. 
Claim 4.12. For everyjnite C E Q and closed Z E Str (QB), the set X,,z ofq E Ow such 
that (f) holds, is nowhere dense in wo. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then for some v E ““r~, the set X = Xc,z n [v] is dense in 
OUJ n [v]. Also, for any ye E X, Z = cl (pb/E ( GO, BC)), hence 
(g) Z is Aut,, @‘)-invariant. 
By (c) and (d), the set Y = { p,,:y~ E X} is dense in cl( Y,). Let f: Z + Str (Q) be 
restriction. In particular, f is continuous and Rngf is closed in Str(Q). Hence 
cl (Y,) c Rngf: Also we have (as in Lemma 3.2) 
(h) f: Z -+ Rng f is open. 
NOW let i = 1~1, u] E X and D = CA,,(i+ 1j. By (f) we have 
(i) cl(p;/E( CO, BD)) is open in Z. 
Also, f(cl(p;/E( co, BD))) E cl( Y,,(,+i,), which is nowhere dense in Y,, hence also in 
Rngf: This contradicts (h), proving the claim. 0 
For C, Z as in the claim, if Xc,z # 8 then Z = cl(pk/E( co, BC)) for some (any) 
q E Xc,z. By Lemma 4.1(3), (5), there are countably many such sets Z. Hence the set 
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D = “w\ lJc,zXc,z is dense. For any r] E D, p& is not z-stable. Also, the set (pq:q E D} is 
dense in cl (p/E( CO, A)), so we are done. q 
Now let P be the family of formulas q over 6. with cp(E’) n Qeq = 0, such 
that for every finite A c a’ with cp over A, every p E S(QA) n [q] is z-stable. 
Notice that now P is not invariant over 0, it is only Aut @‘)-invariant. Consequently, 
when speaking of P-types or P-analyzable types we restrict ourselves to (strong) 
types over QA, where A c 6’. Thus a (strong) complete type p over QA is a P-type 
iff some formula from p is in P. We leave for the reader to check that under these 
restrictions, Fact 3.4 remains true for A, B G C’ with Q G A and a, b E Q’. 
Also we have. 
Lemma 4.13. Lemma 3.5 is true for the new P, if A, B s E’ contain Q and a E CC;‘. 
Proof. (1) W.1.o.g. B\ Q, A\Q are finite. Choose cp E tp (a/QB) with cp E P. We can find 
cp’ = cp’(x, c) E tp(a/QA) such that any Y E [#I n ,S(QA) has a nf extension in S(QB). 
We claim cp’ E P. Suppose not. Then for some finite A’ G 6’ containing c, some type 
I E [q’] n Str (QA’) is not z-stable. Let a’ realize r. W.1.o.g. A’a’ ti B(A) and a’ realizes 
cp. Hence r u {cp> does not fork over QA’. By Lemma 4.10 (for $ = (x = x)), the set of 
r’ E cl (r/E ( CO, A’)) such that r’ 1 QA’B is not z-stable, is dense in cl (r/E ( CO, A’)). Hence 
some r’ E S(QA’ B) n [q] is not t-stable, a contradiction. 
(2), (3) are similar to Lemma 3.5(2), (3), modulo Lemma 4.1. 0 
Suppose now that Theorem 4.3 is false. That is, for some finite A G 6’ and a E (5’, 
p = tp (a/QA) is not T-stable. Hence some cp 4 P. As in Section 3 let 8 be a formula over 
6 of least co-rank, say CI, such that f3 4 P. Say, 8 is over a finite set A. 
Lemma 4.14. Lemma 3.6 is true in the ne*,v setting. 
Proof. Choose p E S(A) n [O] and cp E p as in Lemma 3.6. We shall prove that forking 
is meager on St,(p). Suppose not. Then, using (*) (that is the assumption that @ and 
1@ are foreign), we get a formula I(/ over b G CC’ implying cp, such that R, ($) < c( and 
every r E St,(p) is consistent with $. Hence every r E StQa (p) is consistent with 
$ (by(*)). Since cp $ P, for some finite A’ 2 A and some p’ E Str (QA’) extending p, p’ is 
not z-stable. Clearly, p’ does not fork over A, and w.1.o.g. b ti A’(QA). It follows that 
every r E cl(p’/E( co, A’)) is consistent with $. By Lemma 4.11, some 
r E S (QA’b) n [11/l is not z-stable, contradicting R, ($) -C ~1. 0 
Fix p, cp from Lemma 4.14, p E S(A). So p is regular, non-trivial, meager and w.1.o.g. 
all types in StA(p) are non-orthogonal (by Lemma 1.6). Let P, be as in Definition 1.2 
and CL as in the end of Section 2. So P, = StA(p) = P;. From Theorem 4.5 (as in 
Section 2) we get the following corollary. 
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Corollary 4.15. In T(A) thefollowing is true. For eachjnite B E 6’ and r E P, either (1) 
or (2) below holds. 
(1) Z,(r) n P6 is open in P6. 
(2) There are jinitely many a,, . . . , a, realizing types in X,(r), with Z,(r) = UiCL(ui). 
Proof. As in Section 2, by Theorem 4.5, the conclusion of Corollary 4.15 holds in 
T(AE) for some finite E. We get rid of E similarly as in the proof of Corol- 
lary 2.15. 0 
Now w.1.o.g. A = 0, cp isolates p and for some r E P,, rlQ is not t-stable. By 
Claim 2.14 there is a formula 6(x, y) over 8 implying cp(x)& q(y) such that for a 
realizing a type in P,, r E CL (a) iff r is realized in 8 (K, a). The next lemma is a variant 
of Lemma 4.1(l). 
Lemma 4.16. Suppose r E P, and for every jinite C c Q, Y,(r) is not nowhere dense in 
P,. Then for each such C, Ye(r) is not meager in P,. 
Proof. Let (a,, n < co} be an enumeration of acl (Q). Choose open, dense sets G, E P,. 
By induction on n we find tuples b,, bk c_ acl (Q) and formulas cp. (x, y,), 0,(x, y,J such 
that 
(a) {ai,i < n} 5 b, n bb, b, c b,+l, bi E bb+,, b, G bh( CO), 
(b) cp. + I 1 (in, &+ I I- %, cpo t % 00 (x, Yo) t cp (x)7 
(c) q,,(x, b,) and 0,(x, b;) are almost over 8, (P”(x, b,) E r and 8 4 P, n [0.(x, bb)] c G,, 
and 
(d) for each x with (PJx, b;) and stp(x) E P,, there is y with 8(y, x) & 8, (y, b:). 
Suppose we have found b,, b; and want to find b,+ 1, b’,,,. First, extend b, and b; to 
b, b’ with a, E b n b’ and b = b’( CO). Choose x(x, c) E r below (P” (x, b,) such that Y,(r) is 
dense in [x(x, c)] n P, (as Yb(r) is dense somewhere in P,, it is easy to see that it is 
dense around r). There is g E Aut (6’) with g(b) = b’ and g(c) = some c’. Let q = g(r). 
So Y,,(q) is dense in [x(x,c’)] n P,. Since G,, r is open and dense in P,, there is 
a formula On+ 1 (x, d’) over acl(@, implying 3y (0(x, y) & ~(y, c’) & &(x, b;)), with 
8 f F4+IW’)l nP,s G,+,. 
Now choose x’ (x, d’) almost over 8, implying x(x, c’), such that 
Since Y,,(q) is dense in [x(x, c’)] n P,, there is a q” E q/E ( cc, b’) and a formula 
6 (x, e”) E q” implying 3y (0 (y, x) &x’ ( y, 8)). W.1.o.g. d’ s err. Since q” E q/E ( CO, b’), 
there is e’ with b’e’ = b’e”( CO) and s(x,e’) E q. Let bk+ 1 = b’e”, b,+l = 9-l (b’e’) = be 
(for some e), and 
cP,,+l(x,bi,+l) = qn(x,b’)&6(x,e”). 
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(a), (b), (c) clearly hold for this choice of b,, 1, b:, 1, (P,,+ I and en+ ,. We must check 
(d). Suppose x realizes (P”+ 1 (x, bL+ 1) and stp (x) E P,. So for some z, 0 (z, x) & x’ (z, d’) 
holds. Then for some y, 8 (y, z) & 8,+ 1 (y, d’) holds. Hence we get stp (z) E CL(x) and so 
stp (z) E P,, and stp (y) E CL (2). We see that stp ( y) E CL (x). Thus, for some y’ s y, y’ 
realizes 8 ( y', x) & 8, ( y’, d’). So (d) holds. 
Now choose g E Aut (6’) with g (b,) = b;. Let I’ = g(r), and let a realize r’. By (d), for 
some b, 8 (b, a) & 8, (b, b:) holds for each n. This implies stp (b) E CL (a) z P,, hence by 
(c) also stp(b) E r),,G,. Hence Y@(r) n n,G, # 8 0 
Now we can conclude the proof of Theorem 4.3 as follows. Choose r E P, such that 
rlacl(Q) is not r-stable. By Corollary 4.15 there are two cases. 
Case 1. For every finite C s Q, Z,(r) is open in P,. By Lemma 4.16, Y,(r) is not 
meager. Since it is Aut @‘)-invariant, Y@(r) contains q with q 1 Q Q-isolated. Choose 
b realizing q 1 Q with 0 (a, b). It follows that tp (b/Q) is Q-isolated (hence z-stable), and 
tp(a/Qb) is z-stable (since R, (0(x, b)) < x). By Lemma 4.1, we get tp (a/Q) is z-stable, 
a contradiction. 
Case 2. For some finite C E Q there are finitely many aO, . . . , a, _ 1 realizing types in 
r/E ( co, C) with Z,(r) = uiCL(ai). Extending C by a finite subset of acl@), w.1.o.g. 
n = 1. We see that @(~,a) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4.11, so we get 
a q E S (Qa) n [0(x, a)] which is not r-stable, contradicting 0 (x, a) E P. This finishes the 
proof of Theorem 4.3. 
The conjecture in [13], saying that for small T, acl* (which is the counterpart of CL 
in w.m. case) is regular, is still open. If it were true, the proofs in [13] would be much 
simpler. We can formulate the same conjecture in our present context (after defining 
suitably what we mean by “CL is regular”). One can prove that if the division ring 
F is finite, then CL is regular (similarly as in [13]). 
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